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Preface'

In 1974; the First National Conference on Remedial Mathematics
was held at Kent; Ohio under the sponsorship of Kent State UniviraitY
and the Kent Educational Development Service Office. Thid_conference,
and two. subsequent conferences in 1975 and_1976; provided ,impetus for
the formation of the Research Council for Diagnostic and Prescriptive
Mathematics--an organization- created to promote stimulation; generation;
coordination, -and dissetinftionof research and development.efforts in
diagnostic and prescriptive techniques.

In 1977; the University of Maryland, in cooperation with the
Maryland. State. Department of Education, hosted the Fourth National
Conference on Diagnostic and Prescriptive Mathematics (a name Change
which reflects the aims of the RCDPM). This conference was planned
for the purposes of (1) disseminating knowledge and techniques for
diagnosing and prescribing activities, for children and (2) providing
a forum for critical discussion of research. Pursuant to these purposes;
the conference included both general and rvearch sessions encompassing
talks, workshops, videotaped diagnostic sessions; sample analyses; and
critical discussions on major problems in the field of diagnostic and
prescriptive mathematics.

The Invitational Research Sessions, the subject of this report,
included two types of major thematic addresses, namely, (1) reports
of completed or ongoing research and (2) analyses of problemd And
needed research. Each thematic address was followed by a prepared
reaction which, in turn, was followed by a panel discussion by selected
speakers at the conference. The five thematic addresses are outlined
in the following paragraph.

"The-Nature of the Clinical Investigation" (:lomberg & Uprichard)
discusses the validity of clinical investigations and suggests guide-
lines for conducting such investigations in the study of instructional
techniques and effects.

"(MD)2--A Clinical Model for Diagnosing Mathematical Deficiencies
Incorporating Educational Cognitive Style" (Speer) describes a diag-
nostic and prescriptive process that takes into account a variety of
factors that contribute to an individual's unique learning style and
content deficiencies.

"Feedback in Diagnostic Testing: Survey and Needed Research"
(Engelhardt) reviews the literature on feedback as it relatda to
testing by questioning the "standardizing" procedure-of

__

prohibiting
or delaying correct/incorrect feedback in individually administered
diagnostic tests. Difficulties with existing research are identified
and suggestions are made for needed research and changes in diagnostic
procedures.



"Counting Ability and Achievement in Arithmetic" (Callahan) con-
siders the rote and rational counting performance. of young children;
Variables associated with performance are discussed and relationships
between counting performance and performance on various other arithmetic
tasks. are examined;

A_findl paper, entitled "A Perspective -on the Future ", given by
James 7eddens,_RCDPM President, poses questions concerning the direction
^f research efforts and provides suggestions for attaining the goals
of the Research Council.

The Research Council for Diagnostic and Prescriptive Mathematics
is indebted to The University of MAryland, the Arithmetic Center at
the University of Maryland, and the Maryland State Department of Educa7
tion for their support. A particular note of congratulations is due
to Dr. J. Dan Knifong for his outstanding efforts in organizing and
overseeing the operation of the conference.

William R. Speer
July; 1977



Research Session Speakers

LEROY CALLAHAN, State University of New York at Buffalo, teaches
courses on improvement of instruction in eledentary mathematics. He
has developed various protocols for diagnosing math learning difficulties§
and directs Project CL, a clinic program in the Buffalo Public Schools.

LELON CAPPS, University of Kansas; acts_as Senior Professor -in Con-
ducting Research -on Error Patterns and Slow Learners_in Mathematics.
Dr. Capps -is active in consulting_ with and--creating diagnostic and
prescriptive centers in public schools in Kansas.

. . .

JON ENGELHARDT; Arizona State University, has developed a graduate
program at Arizona in diagnosis and remediation of mat'.-amatical learning
difficulties; andlias established a Mathematics' Learning. Center. Dr.-

-Engelhardt is the Treasurer of the Research Council for Diagnostic and
Prescriptive Mathematics.

JAMES HEDDENS, Kent State University, is author of Today's Mathe-
matics. Dr. Reddens is responsible for the clinical program at Kent State
and is President of the Research Council for Diagnostic and Prescriptive
Mathematics.

o

LLOYD HUTCHINGS, Francis Marion College, in South Carolina, is
best known for his development of low-stress algorithms for whole-
number computation which have been featured in a recent National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics yearbook.

TOM ROMBERG4 University_ o£_ Wisconsin; is one of the nation's leading
researchers in elementary school mathematics. He directed the much-
acclaithed DMP program which is based on research done at the Wisconsin
Center for Research and Development.

WILLIAM SPEER, Bowling Green State University§ is Director of the
Mathematics Clinic and teaches elementary and secondary mathematics
methods. Dr. Speer is currently serving as the PublicationsChairperson
for the Research Council for Diagnostic and Prescriptive Mathematics.

EDWARD UPRICHARD, University of South Florida, is Director of
Graduate- Studies in the College_of Education.' He teaches courses on
diagnostic and prescriptive instruction in mathematics; Dr. Uprichard
has published several articles, and made presentations on the treatment
of learning difficulties in mathematics.
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The Nature of the Clinical Investigation.

Thomas A. Romberg
/University of Wisconsin=Madieon

A:_Edward Uprichard
University of"South Floriia

For the experimentalist science progresses only in
the laboratory; the theoretician views experiments

7 rather as guides and tests for his models and
theories; others see the most: important task making
counts and measures, or arriving at predictions, or
formuldting explanations; the fieldworker_and
clinician have still other viewpoints. All_of them
are right;Ishat is wrong is ohly what they-deny,
not what they affirm. (Kaplan,196 30)

We believe our audience to be investigators (primarily fieldworkers
and clinicians) interested in diagnosis and remediation as they are
related to the teaching of mathematics. We also assume that not all
such investigators are aware of the appropriate methods of inquiry to
study such problems. It is our experience that most educators have'been
trained to believe that to research is to experiment. Designing studies
based on Campbell and Stanley (1963) and testing hypotheses using ever
increasingly complex statistics have for many become the cannons of.
inquiry. Unfortunately this perspective of research is wedded to a
particular philosophy of:scienceBaconian empericiamno longer con-
sidered the only method of'inOiry_in many philosophic circles. In
particular,.emperical inquiry in education has porrowed.the tools and
tIchniques.from other disciplines--such as agriculture--which-cannot
capture the dynamic characteristics of learning children. At last
year's conference two papers were presented which attacked the use of
"standard" research methods in the study of instruction (Wilson, 1976 &
Romberg, 1976).

In this paper it is our intent_to go beyond those papers -and
examine -the nature of one particular type_ofiesearch as an alternative
research_methOdology, the clinical investigation, and to offer some
suggested guidelines for conducting clinical investigations focusing on
diagnostic principles; and relating theresults to instructional events.

In order to study the nature of: the clinical investigation, it is
necessary to briefly address the class of activities to which it belongs,
namely, scientific inquiry.

_Throughout recorded history man uas attempted -to- obtain more
knowledge about his environment and appraise its significance. 'In fact,
Within the very nature of man it is tOportantAhat_he_make_his world and
Lis life meaningful. -.nd significant. To this end he has strived cease-
Lessly, but across tne,centuries there have been changes in the way in which
man has obtained his information, organized it and analyzed it.



To underitand the place of.clinical investigationSWithin the realm

ofscientific inquiry we believe'that.itis important_th4t investigators

realize that there are several' sources of knowledge WhithMan has used

and still uses in obtaining knowledge. The First and most prevalent is

personal experience. For%examplei a classroom teacher may find a

-particular teaching method usefUl with 'a certain grog of students and

may record that inforMation fdr_Uae in future years; Thereeare many.

dangers in appealing to personal- xperiencei generalizations , can be

draWn on insufficient evidence or too few examplesi or incorrect con=

clued:One can follow from prejudice or evidence being left out because it

.was not consonant 'with earlier experiences. Also there is ii406 the
danger of failing_to recognize which were the salient features Of a

situation and which were irrelevant. However; we'Still base much infor-

mation on personal experience.
.

A second.pource of information -has and continues to be_authority.,

In everyday life_a certain amount of%nowledge is,handed down by parentsi
-teachersiscientidta,lor example and must use taken on trust. Life is
too_Short to test the validity of every view that is held. For_example, ?

it is commonplace: within education to expect committees of scholart in a

particular field to outline directions. This is an importatt_patt of

how human beings gather information. However', just becaUte_it has been

handed down and widely believed does not_neceseatily mean it is true.

Generally speaking the_expert is better informed in his field than other

people because of his level of intelligence, training and experiencei

but experts disagree among themselves:

A_thild Method__ of scholarly inquiry has been deductive reasoning.

In atcient_Greded the deductive method of reasoning was developed to a

highlyrefined art; Euclid's elements remain as one_of the pinnacles Of

htiMan thought; ,Deductive reasoning is used in everyday_life_tdtolVe

host of problems; The detectivei the doctori_and the edUdational_
researcher use It The diagnostician in partiddlar dedpit when he
searches among evidence and symptons and selects items which appeared at

first to be unrelated and brings thed together in a way that logically

lead to a conclusion. _Notet however, that deductive reasoning only
enables us_to_deduce the consequences of what was already known. It

does.not_yield aty_really new knowledge; If one of the-premises is

untrue_the conclusion will be false. Thus; it cannot be relied Upon

exclusively.
.

The fourth method of inquiry is, induction. Zn the seventeenth

century Francis Bacon successfully. attacked the_ Aristotelian method of

sylogistic reasoning. His notion was that a scientist begins by car-

ring out experiments whose_aiM Make. carefully controlled
and meticulously_ measured observations at some point on the frontier

.between our knowledge and ignorance: He systemically observes and _

records_ his findings and in the course of time he and other WOrkeit in
the field Accumulate a lot oeshared and reliable data. As this grows

general features begin to emerge and individuals start_to_fortUlate__
general. hypotheses (statements of a law -like' character) which fit all

`.1 0
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the known facts and explain how they are causally related to each other.
The individual scientist then tries to confirm his; hypothesis by finding L.

evidence which will support it; If he succeeds in verifying it he has
discovered another scientific law Which will unlock more of-the secrets
of nature: Thus, the existing stock of scientific knowledge is added to
in the frontier and our ignorance pushed back; The process begins again
on a new frontier.

From the 17th century to the beginning of the 20th century Baconian
empericism based on_the fundamental notions offlnductive inOiry_were
viewed as the method of scientific inquiry in most fields. In 'this
century more and more philosophSts of science when examining major
scientific breakthroughs have -found that the inductive methpd is noi_the
method used by most Scientists in forming generalizations and concepts
about the world; In fact as Einstein stated "There is no inductiire
method which could lead'to the fundamental concept of physics;"- Failure'
to- undeistsnd this fact constituted the baste philosophic error of so

.

many investigators in the 19th-century. Detiek in1933 proposed another
methodwhich he pretentiouSly titled The Scientific Method. .His description
combines both inductive and deductive reasoning_in a sequential state of
hypothedizing, logical consequences of hypothesis, more data, etc.

Now in the later part of the 20th century it has been posited that
scientific inquiry does not lead to internal truth-but rather to sys-
tematic doubt; Karl Popper (1963) and other falsificationists are
arguing that the critical falsification is important and not critical
confirmation. It is their notion that sciences are not bodies of
established fact, rather they are practical statements about the level
of- knowledge in aparticular area. This implies that theories are not
bodies of;iMpersonal fatts_but are products of the_human Mind. This
makes thebries'personal achievements of an astonishing order. The
implications of this stance are as follows:

1) How scientists arrive at-a theory does not bear on its-
scientific or logical status;

2) Second; observation and experiments far frbm giving rise to
the theory are partially derived from it and they are
designed'to falsify the theory.

3) At no point is induction a major part of the set of activities.

Instead, hunch, inspiration, illumination, and insight -are as important
as control. Explanation and prediction become critical aspects not
verification;

Activities within scientific inquiry may be thought of in two
contexts--the context of discovery or the context of juttification;
Researchers focusing on activities within the context of justification_
.are guided by a "logit of proof." They are primarily interested in _ /
reasons for accepting or rejecting hypotheses (confirming or falsifying
propositions). Researchers fOcusing on activities Within the context of

1.1



disCoVery are gUided.by a_"logic_of discoVery." They are interested in

possible reasons for generating or entertaining propositions. The

reddltd of such inquiry rather than learning facts or laws to follow are

ideas to use; modify, and expand upon.

The clinical:investigation belongs to a subclass of activities

within the context of discovery.; It Jaen inquiry process that is used

too search for and examine patterns id_the study of phenomenon(a) in
order to generate an array of data and hypotheses rather than to' vali-

date conclusions. It iscommon for chance, intuitioni.and imagination

to play important toldiLift searching for intended and/or unintended

outcomes in this type dif*inveetigation.,

Success with the clinical investigation depends_on two aspects:

Analytic/Synthetic Procedures and Methodological TeChniquea. AtialytiC/

Synthetic research focuses on the development_Of_guiding models; or

paradigms, and explanatory theories (Wilson, 1976).. Thede models and

theories play key roles in designing the clinical investigationi'doI-

letting and interpreting date, d in formulating hypotheses;

Because eddeatiOn is of such versal concern in our society and

everyone had_been in schools, Most everyone feels free and competent to

Speak about it in general terms; Me\are now overwhelmed with a lit=
dratdre of unsnbstantiated general ideas and principles_often based on

;firm prejudices and soggy'arguments. Unfortunately, this literature is

not new in education. Our history is an open record atteatingto a lack
of intellectual disciOlind._ This-is also true in studying diagnostic
principles and trying to relate theresults to instructional practice.

But, we are not peidiMiatic.:about_the state of affairs. Unsubstantiated

claims are a natural part,og inquiry; Our common problem is how to

attack the belief strtmturewhere it is UnsupPorted;by-data and rays-

teMetic theory. The clinical study is well suited.to this_task for as
Poppet argues to falsity the proposition==all swans are Whitewe need
to find 'only one "black" swan:' No matter how many examples may be found

to confirm the propbsition only one counter example Can falaify it.
Thus; in the Popperian view, theory building begida_With existing

::propositions derived. from pribr_theorik4 hunches, biasei;etb; Then
through'systematid attempts'to falsify theseelaims; new patterns

emerge;

'Methodological techniques focus on the methods, measurement tech-

niques, etc., used in scientific inquiry. That is, methodological
studies are designed to describe and analyze methods, throw light on

their limitations and resources, clarify their presuppositiOns.and
consequences, and relate theit potentialitied to the twilight zone at

the frontiers of-knoWledge (Kaplan, 1964). Methodological research
helps one to understand the scientific inquiry process-itself rather

than its, products.:
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For what we are Calling_ficlinical investigations" there are five
distinct methods that investigators have used. They have been called
structured individual interviews; Piaget's "method clinique," the-
teaching experiment; ethnographic case studies and process- development
evaluation. All the methods are characterized by the investigator being
clinical. That is; he focuses on a particular phenomena as he attempts
to capture essential features of the event. Thie implies the inves-
tigator cannot be simply a "data cruncher." Instead he must be in-
timately involved with the event by observing it and quite often struc-
turfng it by the types of questions he asks.

The structured individual interview has long been used in studying
althematical knowledge. WeRver's(1976) selected reference' on the
topic be in 1891 and continues today. Bechtel's study (1 76) is a
good example of this kind of investigation. He interviewed s coed
graders by\presenting them a structured set of physical divisi pro-
blems. Be limited his questions in a systematic way and videotaped all
the interviews. All interviews proceeded in the same way. The be-
haviors of all the subjects were then coded into categories and milt-

.

tionships examined..

P-iagetzethed-OlitetOUe" starts the same as the structured
interviewwith a carefully deSigned specific problem. It differs
however in how the interview is carried out. In this technique the
investigator is like a Freudian psychiatrist who probes the responses
each subject-makes. No two interviews are expected to proceed in the
.same..way.......The...behaviors_are_then-iiialyzed-and-patternivexamined.-

Like the two'preVious clidical_techniques the teaching experiment
Starts with carefully designed problems. However4in this case rather
than tryiUg_to discern pupil's_ knowledge or how -they think the inveiti7
gator is interested in how puPils_learn_or acquire new knowledie._ Each
subject is his own control in that his later performance is gauged.in_
terms of earlier performance. Although not unknown in this country the
"teaching experiment" has 'seen a primary research toot of Soviet re-
searchers. For example; Krutetskii's recently translated work on
mathematical -abilities summarizes voluminous information derived from
teaching experiments (1976).

J

The ethnographic ease stud1 in contrast to -the other techniques
does not start with investigator control over the problem situation.
Rather it is an attempt to discern the structure of naturalistic events.
The' methodology has been borrowed from anthropology -after all the
anthropologist cannot restructure the culture he is studying; An
example of this type of research may be found in the current Beginning
Teacher Evaluation Study being carried out by the Far West Laboratory;
Tikienoff; Berliner and Rest (1975) gathered ethnographic data on forty
elementary classrooms while reading and mathematics ware being taught.

'This set of references is in appendix, A.

13



:Process - development- evaluation combineasome features of the
leading experiment, ethnographic studies with more standard assessment
procedures in a time- series design (See ROMberg & Fox, 1976; and Fox, et
Al., 1976).

Researchers engaging in clinical investigations must be able to (1)
articulate the relationship(s) between their research and its theoretical
base(s) and (2) justify the methods or techniques employed.

The Clinical Investigation and Instruction

Research on instruction could benefit by using clinical methods
particularly teaching experiments and ethnographic case studies:2
Research relating to instruction focuses primarily on information pro -
cessing variables of individuals (or groups), personality variables, and
learner-environment interactions; The'hature of these variables is such
that in many instances they are better studied using idiographic tech-
niques in a clinical setting rather than under experimental conditions.

------Cranbach, realizing the difficulties of studying variables related:to
instruction, suggests the followink approach:

Instead of makini genera/izations the ruling consideration in
our research, I_suggest that we reverse our priorities.
An observer collecting data in one particular situation is
in a positiOn to appraise a practice or proposition in that
setting, observing effects in context. In trying to describe
and account for what happened; he will give attention to
whatever variables were contiolled, but he will give equally
careful attention to uncontrolled conditions, to personal
characteristics, and to, events that occurred during treat=-
ment_and measurement. As he goes from situation to situation
his first task is to describe and"interpret the effect anew-
in each locale, perhaps taking into account factors that
Were unique to that locale or series of events... The special
task of: the social scientist in each generation is to pin
down the contemporary facts (Cronbach, 1975).

Clinical methods fit the approach described above and thus lend theta=
selves to he study of instruction.

The instructional event_is an interactive prdhess and is not
Static._ The variety -of- participation responses -often changes the con-
tent and direction of the event, some outcomes are often embedded within
the process itself; each event is occurring within a larger and complex,
learning milieu, and the apparent content of the event shifts and changes
when viewed from different personal and time perspectives. PresuMably0

'-Research on diagnostic principles could also benefit by using clinical
methods particularly structured interviews -or by_utting Piagees
"method cIinique." Romberg (1977) has ddglt With this issue in his
other paper at this conference.

14



to understand what happens in an instructional event, one must have a
description of the event itself which illuminates these characteristics;
In particular, any -event must be considered as a mixture and interaction
of physical, social and moral-psychological enviroaments; The:physical
space (time; place and objects) in which an event occurs is suggestive,
facilitating and constraining; with respect to what occurs; What people
do and say to and with others both 'direct' observable behaVior (reactions
to planned actions and questions) and 'natural' observable behavior
(naturally occurring 'free' actions and responses) are part of every
event; And finally, the intentions of all the participants shape and
give meaning for each individual-to each event.

In studying instruction, the researcher's task is to discern the
patterns of interactions in order to describe the course of events and
predict effects. He- uses theoretical constructs of social interactions,
or operational categories based on an empirical examination of the event
to identify patterns; Also, effects are not just terminal:outcomes,
they include how ideas develop and change over time Thus, the central
problem faced by researchers interested in studying instructional- events
is to attempt to capture the patterns of interaction which actually
occur.

Summary

If one's knowledge about diagnosis and instruction in mathematics.
is to improve, then we collectively must be more imaginative in our
approach to inquiry; 401#r intent has been to stimulate you to consider
an alternative method o inquiry--the clinical investigation-as.a way
of discovering practical propositions abaut what we know.

Some Suggiested-Gaidelines-ftm-Ctnahletiag-Clinical Investigations

Genera

1. Know your probIem--"no one goes in cold."
2. Examine how others have carried out similar studies..
3. Pla%td pilot ideas several times--be open to change.
4. Talk over ideas, plans, results, objectives...with others.
5. Assume that you will learn--do better next time;
6. Clearly define the role of the investigator.
7

8.

9.

Instrumentation

1. Determine what type -o£ instrumentation (anecdotal profiles, rating
scales, structured interview protocols, questionnaires,. check

lists, observational Systems, diagnostic tasks_orprobes, tests,
etc.) best fits the nature of your problems and your objectives;
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2; Instrumentation should clearly reflect the constructs or theoretical
rationale related to your problem and your_objectives.

3; Consider validity (content; concurrent and/or construct) of instru-
mentation..

4. Consider reliability of instrumentation.
5.

6.

7.

ObServatinna

1. Clearly identify the dimension(s) of behavior or process to be
observed

2: Clearly identify subjects to be observed.
3. Clearly identify the setting in which the observations are to occur.
4. Carefully plan and by systematic in making 'direct' and 'natural'

observations.
5. Train observer(s) on What and how to observe.
6. Consider using video tapes and recorders;
7. Consider reliability of observational procedure through inter-

observer correlations.
8. Consider observing behavior(s) or process more than once--Time

Sampling.
9. "live" observations should be recorded immediately or as soon as

possible.
10. Consider making provisions for recording unusual or unexpected

behavior during observed event.
11.
12;

13.

Data analysis

I. Categorize data so that it will reflect your problem and purpose.
2. Make sure you have a sufficient number of data categories.
3. Make sure your categories are independent.
4. Make -use of tables, frequency distributions; graphsi. etc; when

possible.
5. Make use of individual or.group profiles if appropriate.
6. Make use of appropriAte statistics.
7-

8:

Writing Results

1. Clearly state results--be specific;
2. Clearly relate results back to your problem and theoretical

rationale. (How does your study advance the frontier of knowledge?)
3. List, hypotheses generated by study for future reseaich (if appropriate).
4. Identify unexpected patterns of behavior exhibited by individuals

and/or groups.
5. Be careful--don't over generalize results of clinical investigations.
6.

7.

8. is

O
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.A Clinical Model for Diagnosing Mathematical Deficiencies,
Incorporating Educatf6nal CogmittiW Style

Introductian

William R. Speer
Bowling Green State University

One of the most significant movements toward improved instruction
that has been made in recent years is that of incarparating_into the
instructional_ setting plans_for diagnoding_learning_-diffiddlties and
detecting needs for preventive and corrective teaching (Engelhardt,
19741_1976; Irons, 1976) .. Da fact,..the tern' niiagnodis"'and its
variety of meanings have become part of the vocabulary of mathe-
matics educators, with some notable exceptions, at all levels of
instruction (Crenzon- 1976). As an example- consider the'ZMIde-
lines-tamthe_Prepar:tion-of-Itachers_of_Ma!thembimi (197075alished
by the Commission on Preservice Education of Teachers of Mathematics
of the National Council of Teadherssof Mathematics Which put forth
recommendations that included_ the attainment of_competenciei in
"recognizing- Stages of cognitive, affectivevand psychomotor develop7
ment ichildren and indiVidUal differences between children ass,
these differences pertain to the learning__of mathematics," (p. 15)
as well as ih diagnosing and prescribing "remedies for comon dis-
abilities in the learning-of mathematics' and. to know what tool
and techniques are available to help with diagnosis-and-correctian"-
(p. 15).

Nevertheless, -when the literature dealing with the diagnosis
of matheaatidal difficUlties is extuithedt one findA "a paucity of
relevant research and a lack of substantive contribUtions" (Cawley,
1975,_pp 12). "Research, in the.main, has been perfUnctoryat lest
and dissemination almost non-existent" (Ctemoni 1976, pi 1); Sailer
(1970), in the National CoundiLsof Teachers of Mathematics Thirty-
Second Yearbook, reported a study which categorized research- studies
in _mathematics education made in the United States -between 1880 and
1963. The category focusing on diagnosia_contained a_total of_anlY
103 entries- which in_graphical formvrefledts a *Modal distribUtion
with the modes appearing in the late 1920's and again in the early
1940's. A similar study br_SUydaM (1970) located a total of 107
studies focusing on diagnosis and/or remediation for ttieleriad
ranging -frost 1900 to 1965, 1Mlson, reporting on the nature of
research in mathematics education, stated that any search of avail-
able resources

read#3y reveals that the type of -work I've- Called
Uinta-al intervention guiding efforts in diagnosis
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and treatment of children's learning difficulties
in mathematicE7 is either not recognized as research.
or is depreciated as research; -and in some circles
even depredated as research. (Wilson. 1973. pp. 1-2)

Several recent calls for needed research appear to be having
an iMpact with respect to generating new_laterest_in research and
application of diagnostic models(Gray,- 1972 ; National t-isory
Comaittee on Mathematical Education, 1975; National Aszesment_of
Educational Progress, 1973; National Coaference on Research
in Mathematics Education. 1967; National Conference on Remedial
Mathematics, 19741 19751 1976). A cursory examination of recent
National Council of.Teachers of Mathematics regional and national
meetings indicates expanding attention to the diagnostic-remedial
arena. State goiernments also provide impetus_for fOrtfier gains
by the passage_otlaws=such as Section'230.2311of the Florida
Statutes (1975) Whidh states, in part, -that each school district's
program_ahall'iaclude an individualized dia gnostic approach to
instruction. '

Probably the '70s will witness 'a kindling of
efforts by a.national cross - sectional group.
of individuals from diverse institutions repe-
senting isolated efforts in diagnosis in clinics
and -Loather training_ programs.' The most iden-_
tifable catalyst in-thie movement ikthe effort
-0f:JikReddens'at Sent State Univerait3r .who4
through the help of the SEES General Assistance
Center, has organized three national conferences
with diagnostic themes. (Underhill. 1976. p. 1)

Callahan in his aummary paper of the first National Conference
on Remedial Mathematics, stated:

Many_ participants commented on the level of
knowledge that exists in regard to diagnostic-
remedial =procedures in mathematics. It would
seem fair to say that there is not, a great deal
of systematid, accumulated knowledge. Some
smatherings of research evidence and some sensi- .

tive and_insightful_thotights on the subject exist.
Some isolated individuals- at-various points in
time have attempted to pull together some of the
research and thoughts; but the level of scientific
knowledge regarding the di gnostic- remedial episode-
la mathematics is not great. (Callahan. 1974; p. 3)

Many examples have been used to cite this apparent ladk of
concern for_ providing a sound knowledge base for research on
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diagnosis (National Conference on Needed Research in Mathematics
Education, 1967). What is perhaps more important is why this state
of affairs exists. Engelhardt (1974) proposed: three major factors
as possible explanations. .These -are (1) "an insufficient understand-
ing of the Isamitag process," (2)""fhe disjointed nature of most
research efforti-W and (3) "the apparent lack of'theoreticaI models
for'_ mthematicaI remediation, models _which would_identify_setsiof
variables to provide a_common focus for research" (pp. 2 -3). These
three factors provide the fratework fos this paper.

' The purpose of this paper is to describe a theoretical model
for the clinical diagnosis of mathematical deficiencies--a model
which is compatible with and built upon research and supported by
_theory. The research base for a study of this nature is"not confirma
-tive (i.e., one Which is experimental) but rather it-is_generative
(i.6.4_one which generates hypotheses and analktic-synthetic (1.0.,
_one which constructs guiding models and explanatory theories) (Wilson,
`973).

Specifically, the model focuses on three considerations, namely,
the identification of specific mathematical deficiencies the iden-
tification of mathematical cognitive style, and the identification
of general educational cognitive style. The model is designed and
developed primarily for use in a clinical setting.

Identification of specific mathematical deficiencies refers
to the process of determining, by various forms of examination the
specific nature and circumstances of a more general, suspected defi-
ciency. Pbr the purposes of this paper the diagnosis of mathematical
deficiencies. is limited to the concept clusters represented by the
Kent State University Mathematics Checklist (1975).. it is important
-6 note, however, that the possibility exists for the extension of
this model into other areas and levels of mathematics. Madded, if
this model is to provide any significant contribution to the field
of diagnosis it. mrh have this property. "The creative aspects of
mathematics, skill in searching out mathematical patterns, non-routine,
problem sol;ing, and the study of functional ...yelationships must be :

considered as carefully as the skill aspects' (RiedeseI, 1974, pi 1).

MathematicaLcognitivastile is viewed as the manner_in which
an indiVidual_Operates on_the concrete -- representative -- abstract
hierarchy in light of- mediating variables (i.e., vistalA_aUditorY.
tactile) encountered it both the mode of presentation and type of
desired student response,

Educational cognitive stye, as it is used in this paper his
its foundation in the work-dime by Hill (1968, 19720:1974),.

25
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Informally, educational cognitive style:is the way in which an indi-
vidual takes_on meaning, the way. in whidh an individual perceives
his surroundings, the way in which an individual: can master an
educational task most readily (Hill, 1970i

The purpose of the paper, then, is to Combine the three factors
of mathematical diagnosis, mathematical cognitivErstyle4 and educa-_
tional cognitive style into a model and instrUMent whirl can_be used
to generate a map of the'indiirldhal student4 This map_ can then t4
used in a pres=iptive sense to detertine the most probable means
of:providing successful carreCtive teachingi

Zheoretical-Fraineworic

the of the assumptions of this paper is that "Minis nat'covient
with biological satisfactions alone, but rather he continually_seekS
meaning" (HiI1,_19740_pi 2)4._ The implication is, Of course, that
we are inherently_ curious and:OonstantlY'seardhi4g-for reasons and
exPlanations,whith give meaning to our environment as weperpeive
It, The fruits of our search for knowledge And.understandingi, in
this instance, are represented by alprofusion.of theories and models
which attempt to explain various aspects of the educational arena

Some theories are formulated on 'the basis of painstaking'observa-
tion and categorizationwhat haeLbeen.callect"crinfitinativereseardh"
(Wilson, 1973)4 _The foundatian:Of such. theories lies in the gathering
of- experimental data Whidh Ls then used to develop_clasdification
schematai -It-mathematics, error example, this is akin to the inductive
reasoning process used by' elementary school :children who .generalize;
after several experiments, that the sum of two even,numbers is an
even numberi

Other theories are predicated on the basis_of rational_ansaysisi
.That is to say, a_generaI theark_is put forth _based on certain :

assumptions{ an en_ "experiments" or observations are made to see
Whether_or not they fit the theory. Essentially, this is the process
called "empirical mapping" by Hill (1970, or "generative roses:re-WI'
by Wilson (1973), An-example of such a-process can be found 14 the .

works of Piaget (1952),

An important characteristic of confirmative or experimental
research has been described by Moult'.

.ExperimentatiOntethar in education or air -other
field, rests -on_ the assumption that there exist
invariant relationships between certain antecedents
and certain consequents so thati provided a. given
set of conditions prevail, if one does this, that
win follow. (Mousy, 1968, pi 6).1

4 CP
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But, exceptions to the "rule" do exist. 'Li education it is particUlarly
easy to rationalize these exceptions into oblivion by calling titi
unusual circumstance as the cause of the unexpected exception. Ixi

many instances, of course, there may indeed be some "unusual circums-
tance" actingi The multitude of variables involved in many educa-
tional studies surely increase our chances oroverlo*ing'an important
fdctor.

The difference between What was planned and
actually occurred is considerable. FUrthermOre,,
this difference is intended. Corrective instruc-
tional events are not mechanigtic routines to
be blindly folIowedi Real events grow, change
VI develop asthe human beings involved in the
event interact. (Romberg, 1976, p. 3)

Nevertheless, technique of rationaliting_identified.contradic-
tions sometimes amounts to little more than burying our heads in
the sand. About the best that can be said is that experidentation
in education has_produced a number of genetalizationsp.principles,
and laws which are.valid under certain stated conditions (Van Dalen
1966; Romberg, 1976).

information gathere& in the name of rational analysis, personn4
experience, Intuitionior_opinion has the same Characteristibi A
great_deal.of_the "knowledge!' we possess relative to ourstudents has
been dipled_throUgh informal'observationvand consequently generalisa,
tiondWprihd#16S,_and laws formulated, in_this manner are Valid under
certain-stated conditions. It appears, at least to theTaUthdr, that
when we deal with the "less tangible," less experimentally oriented
aspects of education there is little difference between the experi-
mental and experienti#1 approaches, except perhaps that in the
experiential model we do -not try to rationalize inconsistencies into
oblivion (Nunnally, 1975).-

Instead of_Making genetalitations the ruling_
consideration in our researce, I suggest that
we reverse. our priorities. An observer collect-
ing data in'-one particUlar situation is id a .

position to appraise a practice or proposition
in that setting, observing effects in context.
In trying to desCribe and account far what,
happenedi.he will giveettention to whatever
Vatiaples were controlled, but he Will_give,
.eqUally.AdrefUlattention to uncontrolled
COnd4.tialt,7%04ersdhal characteristics, and
toletepts that occurred during-treat:id:at and
measurement. As he goes from situation to
situation his first tadkiis to desicribe and

_
-
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interpret the effect anew in each locale,
perhaps taking into account factors that were
unique to that locale or series of events.,
(Cronbach, 1975, p. 117)

This is essentially what Romberg (1976) called "process evaluation";
"process" in the sense that the focus is directed toward actions'
as opposed to outcomes, and "evaluation" in the sense that it is a
question raising search rather than conclusion drawing research°

_Wilson summarized the position of research of this nature in
the following manner.

Thereasons for neglecting the sistematic develop-
ment and use of clinical inte:rventittras a type
of research are varied and have deep historical
roots° Of those whiCh are most often mentioned
-to me; the most common are that "such studies
aren't 'rigorous", "they -don't- use controls ",
"they use;.procedures and data that don't lend
themselves to the analyses Of.inferential statisii
tics", "you can't generalize from one child or
even a small group so studied", "there is now
to replicate"; etc°

c

Such criticisms are based on criteria appropriate
to experimental research,_ FOr sttdies that are
labeled as experiments and intended by the re-
seardher to refill the purposes of experimental-
researCht such criticisms are of oourse, accurate
and fnur justified.

That studies which do not claim to ,be experiments
are also criticized on these grounds-if only
Isplicity--attest to the eminent position the
criteria of excellence in experitantal_research
have attained in our community. The high esteem
we have for correctly designed atd axecuted.experi-
mental research is_ftlll justified--for the- purposes
to which experimental research is suited: A some-
what comparable,and justified esteem is held for
sound correlational studies: But is it possible
this esteem has obscured our clear recognition of
the potential value of other kinds.of research?
In turn has thisignhibited_our efforts to improve
other kindS'of research? (Wilson, 1973, p. 2)

One often hears, particularly in' reducational contexts; that
theory and practice are not even related, let alone, isomorphic

a



(Newsome, 1964). Others, incIuding_the author- do not a.:64.0 wi411
this position. Heys and Post (1973) stated that; "Facts play a
central role in the_deveIopment of theory, and the_theory subsequently
provides a sySteMatic interprstation of the general area to whidh the
facts are related" (p. 16). Hill stated that

. -
It is a serious mistake to think of a realm of
theory that is separate and different from the
realm of fact. It would be reasonable to say
either that facts represent one kind of theory
or that theories represent one kind of fact, but
most reasonable to say that fact and theory
represent different_degrees_of what is baSically
a single process. (Hill, 1963, p. 23)

Burns (1962) suggested that the nature of the relation between
theory and practice can best be described by 1.I.natic implication"
Which he defines as "a rational _person with certain beliefs relevant
to certain kinds of situations generally acts in accord with those
beliefs" (pi 54). Guttchen (1966)-took exception to Burns' approach,
mainly because the terms "rational" and Welnuit" seem to leave too
pitch room_fordifferent_interpretation. He did, however, allow for
the possibilities of action according to pragmatic implication in
such areas as medidine or engineering.

Gowin (1963) posed the view that theory is a blendini,of logic
and facts and that it is best seen as a guide to thought and inquiry. ,

In other words, Gowin points to the true nature of the relationship
between the strategies of studies done in an experimental vein and
those founded on rational analysis. Parkinson (1964) preferred_to
couch educationa_theory in terms_of a strategy-what GOwin (1964)
referred toss a flow chart to :elide experikentation.

Olements__(1962)_described two basic.types of theories, namely
"prescriptive" and'"descriptive." Of these two, the former repre-
sents what is generally called "educational theory." According to
Soltis (1968), "Descriptive theories are adequate when they allow
for accurate predictions_ and little, if any, educational theory is '

now of this sort" (p. 85).

TWo opposing views are presented_hY Bbys and Post'(1973) and
Newsome (1964).- Rays and Post contended that, "IdealIy, thedries
should prOVide insight to broth theorist and practitioner conoermed-
with.a common area of investigation" (p. 17). Newsome, on the other
hand, argued that the relationship between theory and practice is
negligible. Theory does aIlow for better understanding of practical
situations, according to Newsome, but it does not describe a set
of logical processes to be applied to any given situation.
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Whatever the organizing foundation for theory may be, the
aeveIopment of the general principles and,laws contained within the
structure of the theory.provide us With the means to at least attempt

-to predict and control events in our surroundings. The degree to
whiah-we have predictability and control is dependent upon several
factors inaluding "goodness of fit (how much agreement th-re is
between the model-and the phenomena it is attempting to describe),
"relevance" the degree-to whiah the theory matches other charact-
erizations, particularly thoie-that have "checked out") and "fruit-
fulness" (the deveiopmentof checkable characterizations beyond
those already in existence).

Oolladay, DeVault, pox and Skuldt (1975) identified problems
in empirical research in mathematics education. It is argued that
it is aften difficult to choose "appropriate conceptualizations and
measures far a variety of phenomena" (pi 15) found in the study of
individuals and individual differences. FUrther, "mode's of more
traditional, structured edudational experiences are not appropriate
farcexamining the-greater variety of opportunities and experiences
characteristic of most individile1-4-zed programs" (p. 160). A call
is made or the use of paradigm-Sp i.e. 'dedcriptora, to identify
categories and relations with the intent of organizing observed
data. *Ay pointed to the SucceSsfUl use, by the scientific com-
munity, of paradigms but quickly draw from a study by Apple (1973)
which indicated that while educators often employ paradigms they
are seldoM specifically.stated.

Go y et aI. also pointed to the problem of reliability
in st \which focus on the individual. The major cause is the
compIe = of events which are presented to the obderver. They
conclud that

It well be inappropriate to search for
traditional methods for testing the reliability
of\infarmation when the program being studied
departs from traditional patterns and in-
formation is gathered in a manner different

4 that of traditional research designs.
(Go 7 et aI., 1975, p. 168)
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whidh incorporates all of the complekities of the situation under'
study runs the danger of being too copious. to allow for practial
application.

trattree-of-Diagnostic-Models

Diagnostic models are of three varieties in terms of the setting
in which the diagnosis is to take place, namely, models that are
classroom oriented, models designed for clinical use and models
which may be applied to either environment. The emphasis
in this paper is =clinical models since the (Wll= is of this
type.

Diagnostic models can also be differentiated on the basis of
their assumptions concerning the prpose of diagnosis and its dor-
respondingmethodologies.

One type of model, the ability training model, has as its
purpose the identification of learner capabilities whidh,_When
identified, may be used to_prescribe corrective teaching (Uptidhardi
Bakeri_Dinkel &Archer- 1975). Thus- ability training_may be roughly
equated with aptitude-treatMentintaLction (ATI) whidh "seeks to
provide a basis for employing differential treatments in order to
exploit the cognitive preferences displayed by different individuals
for differing content or mods of instruction" (Hancock; 19751 pi 37).

Some objections to the use of the ability training model that
have been cited includes (1) the nature of the operational defini-
tions used (2) the difficnIty of incorporating ATTfindingsin the
instructional setting, (3) the instability of reliability and validity
measures of instrUients used to_gather datag_and_(4) the lack of
research Whidh supports the notion that remediatingweaknesses in
cognitive preferences leads to increased performance in the class-
room (Stiglmeier, 1972; Cprichard et al.. 1973)

--Each7of-theselobjections can be countered by referring to the
available literature. For eximp1-e-;-66j-ections-one-and._twocan_be
dispelled by providing a_scientific_framework far education and:
the accompanying_means of_implemeneng this fraMework in educational
settings_01110 1974).'_ Objection'three'has been discussed at great
length (Rill' 1973) and poses no problem provided results are properly
interpreted. Concerning Objection four it has been stated that.,
"the lack of preductivity in this area Las been ascribed:to inadeq-
uacies-in research design andgeneral iethodoIogy" (unninghami 1975,
p. 171) . However-.there now exists an abundance of research which
refutes the objection that appIication_ofability training tedhniques
does not increase adhievement.__NOt only has it been Shown that
remediating weakness in the dhild's cdgnitive_preferences leads= to
increased performance in learning situations bUt also it has been
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Shown that re:mediation based on utilizing the id's cognitive
preference strengths has similar effects (Radtke. 1973).

The second theoretical model for diagnosis is_known_as the teak=
analysis model. This content orientecimethod_conaists of "analyzing
a learning task into a hierarchy -of subordinate teaks, diagnosing
the pupils'_ mastery of_the subordinate tasks giving instruction
in the specific subordinate tasks not master .y the learner"

(Callahan & Raintan. 1973i_P 579). According to UpriChird et al.
(1975), in task analysis "the emphasis is on component skills and
their integration into complex terminal tasks rather than the pro-
cesses that presumably underlie the development of specific tasks".

(p. 2).

Identified criticisms -of this Model include: _(1) the content=
orientation may cause_the diagnostician -to overlook important factors
in the student, (2) the task__ analysis_ of certain subjects.isdif-
fidUltt (3) the validation of hierarchies is a difficult processi
and (4) the prescriptive philosophy of task analysis. tends to be.
founded on changes in the curriculumi for the most part ignoring
changes which reflect analysis of the learners! cognitive style

(UPriqrfaxtt et aia 1975)

Despite these criticisms- several sttdies have pointed to the
value_of_the_taskanaIysis model, Fdt example pgrichEmdet-al.
(1975) :4U:bed that "the task analysis model has appeal -far Lathe-
taticg educators since the structure of the-discipline:aids in the
building of hierarchical relationships.... gg Is valuable, in that
the diagnostic findingerely on fewer undefined and unvaIideted
assumptions:" (pi 2). Additional benefits of the task analysts model
have been suggested.

One conjecture is that a procedure_ of diagnosis
and instriactionJbased on a hietardhioal analysis
or tilbardinate'tasks is an effective procedure
for students' learning of a mathematical task
Another conjectmce'is that where the task analysis
procedure is used in the teaching of a mathema-
tical talik.the incidence of underadhievement_,..
will significantly- decrease.... ln summary. the
taik..analysis procedure1When,cambined_with mean=

mast learning_of the subordinate tasks
in ahierardhy seems qUite effective in learning
kathehatical task. (Callehaft & Robinson; 1973i

PP. 583=584)

It Should be noted at this point that the model described in
this paper is a synthesis of both the ability training_and-the task
analysis theories of diagnoilis. .The_ModeI for Dieghosing_Mathematical
Deficiencies is designed to provide information about stadent style
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as well as content deficiencies. The_corrective teaching procedures
suggested by the model include not only revisions,in content but
also in modes of instruction to better match:the individual's unique
cognitive preferencesi

Another method of differentiating between diagnostic mode's is
by identifying- their research base, specifically, by referring to the.
manner in Which the various theories of diagnosis are deveIopedi

Wilson (1973) described three major classes of_researdh. The
first, confirmative research, is experimental in nature and centers
on "activities designed to assess the truth of probable hypotheses"
(pi 11)i The second, analytic-synthetic research, deals with "activi-
ties involved in_the development of-guiding paradigms and explanatory
theories" (pi 11)i Third; generative research, is based on "activities
consistent with the postulates of science -designed to generate
hypotheses With an a priori probability" (p. 10).. Generative_ research.
is fUrther desdribed_bY WiLson_in terms_of two subtheories1 (1)
normative research with "activities designed to generate hypotheses
concerning factd and thode connections between facts Which_exist in
nature" (p. 16). and (2) clinical_ intervention research which involves
"activities designed to generate hypotheses on those connections
between facts which might be brought into nature by some intervention"
(pi 16).

_ The model described in.the_present paper- -the clinical Model
for Diagnosing Mathematical Deficiencies --(MD) lied a research
base_which_is bOth_generative and anaytid-synthetic. AptitUde-
treatment-interaction thedries are also founded on the generative
research approach by nature of their study of the relevant processes
engaged in by students in learning situations with the intent of
generating hypotheses concerning these processes (Wittrock, 1974)6
Much of Piaget'swark has centered on this same form of research:
Piagetian-type research has impelled us to

take a_fresh look_at our field and,to ask a
host of new questions concerning the nature_
of developmental stages and of developmental
processes generally:, as well as of_the kind
of research approaches which the study of
these problems-demands. BaLso_doing it has
helped us appreciate the important place of
systematic theory in an area of,deveIopmen-
taI research; essentially comparative in
nature, whidh had not always been-noted for
itd_theoretidal sophiAtication.. Oh the other
hand, the_theoretical_significance_Of research
inspired_by_piaget's4ideas does -not prevent
it from having direct and important relevance
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fdt the resolution of practical questions of
pedagogy and educational practice. (Wdhlwill,
1968, p. 446)

To summarize, diagnostic models can be differentiated in terms
of whether they focus on classroom and/ar clinical proceduresi.on
whether they are ability-training or task analysis oriented, and
on whether they have a researchbase_which is confiriative, genera-
tive; or_analyticsynthetic, 7hesedifferent_approadhes to_the
diagnostic-presOriptive arena do not necessarily reflect- differences
on what diagnosis is, but rather on how diagnosis is to be -carried
out.

L :1.14 J:Io 0.10

Before discussing the (MI)2 model, it is necessary to examine
one of_its components in some detail._ This tomponent0'educational
cognitive style, is not content oriented_toirard mathematics_but_itd
:usefUlness in the presdriptive stage Will readily became evident.

There will be a great change made in the first
and foremost and continuing business of societyt
the education and training of the young. The
development of the mind of the child will come
to rest in the knowledge and skills of_thebio-
chemist,the tharMacologiat, and neurologist,
and psyholgistad eduatr,v And there will
be a new_expert abroad in the land the psy-
choneurobiodhameducator. (Kredh 1969, p, 374).,

While the "new expert"'that Kreah refers to may still be some-
what futuristic, advances have been made to develop a more scientific,
but not less humanistic, framework for education. The most notable
of these efforts falls under the auspices of the American Educa,-
tionaI Sciences Association:and_its founder-_,Toseth_Bille Sidde
its inception_in 1971 (Bill!s first published work in this area
was in 1966) its membership has grown to aver 250 (AESA Membership
Directory, 1975) and a recent AESA bibliography (Berry, Sutton, &
McBeth, 1975) included over 500 entries on various aspects of the
Educational Sciences, Also- the educational science of cognitive
style has had considerable Impact on educational programs'at all
levels and has been adopted by many -School systems. It is recognized
that shear,numbers are no:indication of ths_valus of:any_organization
or caused This data ia_provided only for the reason -that it dispelA
any thought that- knowledge Of, and development in, the Educational
Sbiences is limited to a select. few.

The following quotes suggest the rationale for the development
of the Educational Sciences.
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American education presents to the public view
the spectacle:of a house divided against itself.
One needs only to. persue the back copies of
educational journals to see how the battle has
raged, and to observe the disarray of the schools.
Blob conflicting point of view finds its ad-vocataas

It is_obitious that the_confUsion and disarray in_
education atises_from the lack of commonly agreed
upon goalsvpractices, and definitions. In other
words1 instead of haying a common framework and
a common language, educators have developed an
amorphous collection of ideas. concepts and methods
from a variety of other disciplines. Oadike,
Introduction)

Without a fraMework of 'language', the vast field
of human activity dalled ,t1ducation° does not
readily -lend itself to meaningful description or
definition. At the present time, the Universe of
discourse associated with education lacks precision
beyond that found at the levels of common sense
and daily journalism. 7he'difficuIty with such'
language is not that it fails to provide a form
of communication, but that the possibilities of
Misunderstanding are great and the probability
of relatively precise discritinations and reedid=
tions is small. (Hill, 1968, p. 1)

Many educational terms do not have clearly assigned
and commonly understood meanings. when words such
as 'democracy'. 'education'. 'curriculum'. and
'discipline' are used by different workers in -the
field, they may stand for_sligiltly ar radidaLl*
different things:- In- contrast, -the teanical.
terms in the exact sciences -such as meter, ampere,
lightyear, and calorie are instruments of great
exactitude. (Van aalen, 1966, p. zoo)

These exact sciences referred to'by Van Wen can be equated
to what Hilt refers to as "fundamental (Hill, 1970.

FUndamentaI disdipIines are bodies of_knowledge
generated by_commUnities of sdholars that pro=
duce -pure and diatinctive farms ,of information
about phenomena which they study. Biology,_
history, art, psychologY, and mathematics are
examples of fundamantaldisciplineai
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Complementing the fundamental disciplines are
the applied or derivative fields of knowledge.
These_bbdies Of information are_generated_by
practioners who deal with practical considera=
tions of the human condition. Medicine,.pbarma
engineer and law are examples of applied
fields of knowledge. (Hill, 1974. pi I

Education is not a fundamental discipline but instead is an applied
or derivative field._ .The_Educational Sciences represent an attempt
to desdribe a conceptUal framework for education that is as- precise
and:definite as that foUnd in other applied fields. According to Hill,

With the development of the Educational Sciences,
the solutions of problems and explanations of
phenomena are facilitated, and educational prob-
lems accuring to inadequate Communication, mis-
interpretation' of informationi_and_tragmentation
of effort are alleviated. (Hill, 19740 P. 1)

Presently there are seven educational sciences. These include:
(1) symbols and their meanings. (2) cultural determinants of the
meanings ofsymbols (3) modalities of inference. (4) biodhemical
and electrophysioiogicai aspects of memory. (5) cognitive style of

(C)_teadhing styles. administrative styles and counsel-
ing styles- and (7) systemic analysis decision-caking. The fifth
educational science- cognitive style of indlidUalei inciudes_the
first three educatiOnal_sciences (the fourth is not safficiently
developed at this point). Therefore, for the purposes of. this paper
the discussion-Will center on the.educational sciences of symbols.-
and their meaningscultural determinants-- and modalities of
inference, i.e.; educational cognitiv7e

Classrobm teachers have long been aware that students come to
know what they know in their own unique-way. Until recently. however,
there was no.estabilihed framework for teachers to analyze the learning
habits_of their_sttdents and\katdh.them with the ""lost- appropriate"
mode of instruction. Educational cognitive style provides such a
framework.

Briefly. educational cognitive 'style is a means of identifying
the ways in which an individual perce es andreacts to the environ-
ment. An individuals' cognitive style s the way_a student tends_to
seek meaning and the manner in_Whidh_information,is_personally_filtered.
Cognitive styles are. influenced by -the war
dative meaning -from symbOls related to the ersOnal experiences and

14 which_ individuals

the world abbut then; the influences, of friends..and their_ _

own individuality on these meaning4 and the d of reasoning processes
used to derive these meanings._

36
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A BRIEF GUIDE TO COMMIX STYLE MAPPING
Syrri 6ols and Their Meanings

Reprinted with permiqsion from Joseph Hill (1976)

Two types of symbols; theoretical (e.g.; words and numbers)
and qualitative (e.g., code data) are basic to the acquisition
of knowledge and meaning; Theoretical symbols differ from
qualitative symbols in that the theoretical _symbol; present to
the awareness of the individual something different from
that which the symbols are; Words and numbers are
examples of theoretical symbols. Qualitative symbols are
those symbols which present and thin represent to the
awarness of the individual that which the symbol Is.
(Feelings; commitments and values are some examples of the
meanings conveyed by the qualitative symbols.)

There are four Theoretical Symbols:
T(V I.) Theoretical Visual Linguistic ability to find

meaning from words you see. A major in this
area indicates someone who read; with a better
than average degree of comprehension.

T(AL) Theoretical Auditory :Linguistic ability to
acquire meaning through hearing spoken words;

T(VQ) Theoretical Visual Quantitative ability to
acquire meaning in terms of numerical symbols,
relationships; and, measurements;

T(AQ) Theoretical Auditory Quantitative ability to
find meaning in terms of numerical symbols,
relationships and measurements that are spoken.

Meanings for qualitative symbols are derived from three
sources: 1) sensory stimuli; 2) cultural codes (games); and 3)
programmatic effects of objects which convey an almost
automatic impression of a definite aeries of images, scenes,
events or operations: At the present time, there are 20
qualitative symbols included in the "symbolic" set; five of
them associated with sensory stimuli, five that are
programmatic in nature, and ten associated with cultural
codes.

The five qualitative symbols associated with sensory
stimuli are:
Q(A) Qualitative Auditory ability to perceive

meaning through the sense of hearing. A major in
this area indicates ability to distinguish between
sounds, tones of music, and other purely sonic
sensations;
Qualitative Olfactory ability w perceive
meaning through the sense of smell.
Qualitative Savory ability to perceive meaning
by, the sense of taste. Chefs should have highly
developed qualitative olfactory and savory
abilities;
Qualitative Tactile ability to perceive meaning
by the sense of temperature, and pain.1_
Qualitative Visual abi "ty to perceive meaning

0(0)

0(S)

Q(T)

QM)
through sight.

The qualitative symbols thit are programmatic in
nature are:

Qualitative Proprioceptive = ability to synthesize
number of symbolic mediations into a
performance demanding monitoring of a complex
task (e.g., playing_ a musical instrument,
typewriting); or into an immedicate awareness of a
possibie set of interrelationShips between*mbolic
mediations, i.e.;dealing with "signs.'
Qualitative Proprioceive Dextral a
predominance of right -eyed; right-handed and
right-footed tendencies (a typically right -handed
person) while synthesizing a number of symbolic
mediations into a perfornunce demanding
monitoring of a compkx task (e.g.; playing a
musical intrument. typewriting).

Q(PD)

61P10

Q(PS)

Qualitative Propricemptive Kirtarnatim ability to
synthesize a number of symNlic mediations into a
performance demanding the monitoring of a
complex_physiciractivity involving motion.
Qualitative Proprioceptive Sinistral a
predominance of lefteyed, left-handed and
leftfooted tendencies (a typically left-handed
person) while synthesizing a number of symbolic
mediations into a Airformance demanding
monitoring of a complex task (e:g.; playing a
musical instrument, ty_pewritingl.

QPTM) Qualitative Proprioceptive Temporal ability to
synthesize a number of symbolic mediations into a
performance' demanding the monitoring of a
complex physical activity involving timing.

The remaining ten qualitative symbols associated with
culturrOcmCkmareclefinWav
Q(CEM) Qualitative Cods Empathetic sensitivity to the

feelings of othiws; ability to put yourself in
another person's place and see things from his
point of view;

Q(CES) Qualitative Code Esthetic ability to enjoy the
beauty of an object or an idea. Beauty in
surroundings or a well-turned phrase are
appreciated by a person possessing a major
Strength in this area.

Q(CET) Qualitative Code Ethic commitment to a set of
values, a group of pripciples. obligations and/or
duties.

Q(CH) Qualitative Cods Histrionic ability to exhibit a
deliberate behavior._ or play a role to produce
some particular affett on other persons. This
type of person knows how to fulfill role
expectations.ions.

Q(CK) QUalitative Cods Kinesics ability to
understand.. and to communicate by;
non-linguistic functions such as facial expreasions
and motions of the body (e.g., smiles and
gestures);

Q(CKH) Qualitative Code Kinesthetic ability to perform
motor skills, or ef%ct muscular coordination
according to a recommended; or acceptable; form
(e.g.; bowling according to forrtor golfing).



ClICP) Qualitative Code Proxemics ability to judge
the physical and social distance that the other
person would permit, betiViten drieelf and that
other person.

QICS) Qualitative Code Synn oetics personal
knowledot of oneself.

G(CT) Qualitative Coda Traiitattiehel ability to
maintain a positive communicative interaction
which significantly influences the goals of the
persons involved in that interaction (e.g.,

salesmanship).
=TM) Qualitative Code Temporal ability to respond

or behave according to time expectations
imposed on an activity by members in the
role-set associated with that activity.

Cultural DeterMihar4S
There are three cOltural determinants of the meaning of
symbbls: 1) individuality, 2) associates; and 3) family. It is
through these "determinants" that cultitral influencli are
brought to bear by the individual on the meanings of symbols

F Family I Individual A - Associates
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Modalities of Inference
The forms of inference the individual uses in the process of
deriving meaning:

M Magnitude_ a form of "categorical reasoning " that
utilizes norms or categorical classifications as the basis
'for accepting or rejecting an advanced hypothesis.
Persons who need to define things in order to
understand them reflect this modality.

D Difference This pattern suggests a tehdenw to reason
in terms of one-to-one contrasts or comparisons of
selected characteristics or measurements. Artiatt often
possess this modality as do creative writers and
musicians.

R Relationship this modality indicates the abiiity_to
synthesize a number of dimensions or incidents into a
unified meaning, or through analysis of a situation to.
discover its component parts. Psychiatrists frequently
employ the modality of relationthip in the process
psychoanalyzing a client._

L Appraisal is thefticidality of inference employed by an
individual who uses all three of the modalities noted
above (M, D. and R), giving equal weight to each In his
reasoning process. Individuals who employ this modality
tend to analyze, question, or, in effect; appraise that

'which is under consideration in the process of drawing
probability conclusion;

K Deductive indicatei deductive reasoning, or the form
of logical proof used in geometry or that employed in
syllogistic reasoning.

EDUCATIONAL:COGNITIVE STYLE MAP
9

SYMBOLIC
ORIENTATIONS DETERMINANTS

CULTURAL MODALITIES OF
INFERENCE

T( AL )
T(ACE)
T(VL )
TtVQ)
Q(A)
cyco
Q(S)
Q(T)

Q(P)
Q(PK)
Q(PTM)
Q(CEM)
O(CES)
Q(CET)
Q(CH)
Q(CK)
Q(CKH)
Q(CP)
Q(CS)
Q(CT)_
Q(CTIV1)

MEMORY'

Presently
Being
Developed
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4r utilizing the techniques of observation, interview, and
preference testing, a diagnostician can_gather and assemble data
on the elements of each of the three major components of educational
cognitive style to form a profile, ar "cognitive style map"af'the
Individual student. These elements may appear as major orientations
(if the element score occurs in the 50th-90th percentile of _a did=
tribution of scores for that element), minor orientations, denoted
by a prime (if the element score odours in the 26th -49th percentile)*
or negligible orientations (LE' the element scare is at or below the
25th percentile).

The testing procedure -used to'artive at a cognitive_ style map
has received considerable discussion_eldewhere (Radtke, 1973), and
consequently a further detailed treatment seems inappropriate.__
Suffice it to say that the diagnostician may use any on:39_0r all,
of the three methods: (1).observation, (2) interview, and (3) pre-
ference testing.

The mapping' of cognitive styles is mainy
empirical in nature, and as such,..is depend-
ent_upon the jUdgMents of_persons_(diag.
nosticians) The cognitive_ style of -an
-individUal cannot be emplitaally mapped
without considering: (1) the level'of
educational development of the person,
(2) the general synftIic conditions of
educational tasks -he will be called upon
to accomplish- (3) certain antecedents
(e.g., family) to -his present state of
development* and (4) the apprOpriateness
of the elements underconsideration for_the
conditions under which the edUcational tat:kb
must be completed, (Walt 1970, p.

For those readersthat:are interested, mike 0973) presents a
valuable summary -of the process of empirica4 mapping.

_The educational cognitive style model is similar in some respects.
to the_niek-Process Integration Model (Uprichard et 1975) how-
ever* it Ls content-free and considerably' more_gIobal_in its Approach
to.itUdent's_learning style. Xducational cognitive style_ diagnosing
can beet- beidesdribed as a combination of classroom and.dlittidal
procedures and is clearlran ability trainingmadel although once
the learner diagnosis is complete a form of task -mmplysis is.used,
in determining the symbolic orientation of instructional resources.

3g
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The Model for Diagnosing Mathematical Deficiencies-4

There hat; been considirable research focusing,on the traits of
successful mathematics students (Shuart, 1970). The results, while
tending to be inconclusive, do suggest that several factors.need to
be given greater attention than they may have been given in the pasts
A partial list of -"identified" traits; summarized from $ huert (1970),
is found below, gote that the traits aregrouped, roughly, as they
reIate.to symbolic orientations, cultural determinants,- and kodelitide
of inference as found in educational cognitive style (Hill, 19741.7

The successful mathematics student

has high general and reflective intaltgence
prefers objective, non- personal symbolism
is high -in verbal ability and comprehension
is highly competitiVe
possesses- authoritarian attitudes
tends to be insecure and sensitive
tends to avoid social and interpersonal issues
rates high on self-acceptance N-

is anxious
is concerned with "abstract" beliefs

clings to convictions _

rejects imposed_ standards of behavior
prefers to act indiVicbtajiy

utilizes both analyticla and intuitive processes
finds, organizes, mild evaluates relations
has a facility far syllogistic reasoning

The abundance of factors that must be_considered in attempting to
provide each student with a succepdfilluathematics_experience point
to the_need fow_a comprehensive diagnostic model at the clinical
level (Undethill01976).

SOW of the questions which must be attended to in the develOp-
ment of such:a model includet (1) what general information should
be sought, (2) what mathematics content should beconsidered, (3)
what sequence of concepts should be used, (4) what levels of_
abstraction- should be checked'. (5 _.what sensorrinputs ehouId be
examined, (63 :that:Consideration ShoUId be given to eiTebtiye aspects,
(7) what consideration Should be given to psydho-motor aspects, and
(8) what type ef:pteeotiptione should be'availablei These, and other
related questionsi form the focusing point for the development of the
(MP)2 clinidai diagnostic model --A Mode1 for Diagnosing Mathematical
leficienciess
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The model is a three -fold model of diagnosis in that the profile
generated for an individual includes data reIatiVe to,that indtvi-
dual's_uniquamathematical deficiencies ."mathematics style-'" and -

educational ea-gni-WM style. Ibis information is gathered and utilized
dUring_the course of an intenstveahalksis 0_11 student usimic:case
study techniques. nine'step prbr:pss involvesi 0.Ycolleotion
And. analysis of entry information, (2) content diagnosis in conjunction
witiv"mathematics style'1484081s; (3) educational cOgAitive style
diagnosis, (4) analysis Of:data from steps 42, and into a diagnos-
tic profile- (5) .mapping of resourcesi0)-prescription; (7) implementa=
tion; (8) evaluation; and; if necessary (9) feedback into the diagnostic
"sterna.

--- 4 --A Colleotion. ;laid Analysis Of Stitt y- Thformationi

1-- --4----
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The fist step, the collection and analysis of entry information,
is designed to provide general background data concerning the. student:
Some factors which are included here are parental information, school
records' behaviar_patterns, interests- and anecdotal information such
as expressive ability, motivation, self-confidence, attentiveness, and
attitude t_ oward mathematics. Every effort Shoed be Made to secure
reliable data from the student's Classroom teacher, school offiCiald,
and gents. Forever, the diagnostician should also engage in the
observation of the student with an eye not onkr toward the apelysie
of mathematical abilities but also toward those 'bektaViors :reflecting'
the child's physical; psychological, affective, and social arients:.
tions. Through an initial interview, as well as other means, the
diagnostician _should seek to. identify such factors as interest,
cooperative effart, persistence- flekibilitYi and adjustment to
interview situations. The analysis of the stUdent'Ivreaction_to
successesufailutes, positive reinforcement and negative reinforce-
ment may also Provide dluos to underlying content deficiencies.

Referral to the (MD)
2
model implies that the instigator of the

referral has identified some general mathematics content deficiencies
or that the instigator simply wants game particular content area
diagnosed. _lbese,general content_areas must be defined and recorded.
before the (MD)2 model can be iMplemented. Cie aspect of this
defining'_ process is the interVieWing of teachers and parents focus-
ing on their interpretation of whe.tcontent'ShOUld be diagnosed.
This should then be followed up by an analysis of the student's

,

standardized test results. If no such results are'available the
diagnostician may request or conduct a standarditai diagnoJtia test
such as the Buswela-John Diagnostic Test,\KeyMathior the Stanford-
Diagnostic Test. This. collection of data\on the_student's content
deficiencies. is most dritidel_bocause the_enelysis_of these results.
provides the means-fat dote:raining Where to' begin in Step tft.

Prior to step two, the. student's standardized test 'results are
further analyzed in- order to form a profile of generilized mathe-
matics deficiencies which is keyed to the Kent State Uhivarsity
Mathematics Checklist (1975) in'an,attempt to bracket thede defi-
ciencies with specific content statements. For example, it'may be
known thet'the student has some_sart of difficulty with_addition
involVing regrouping.__ The cliniciaii then translates_ this information'
into the relative sections af_the Chedklistl_e.g., place Velue_and-
addition, and selects Opropriate entriesrwhich elaborate on the ,

general difficulties, e.g., renaming numerals in several different
wayei naming the _start of a two -place whole number and a one-place.
*hole numbers tiiii single regrouping (ones to tens), and naming the
sum ofIS three-place whole nutber4and,a two-place whole number with
two regroupings._ Thus, the_purpose at, this point_ie to_tentativelY
identify those elements of the mathematics dhedklist *hi& Will be
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used in step two of the model. (It should be noted that the ZSU
Checklist is a 30 page comprehensive checklist of mathematical
concepts for grades Kr-8.)

_ Step two represents one of the most critical components of the
(MD)2 medial for it is at_this_stage that the specific mathematics
deficiencies are isolated. ,ThiS isolation process occurs through
Oral interview of the stUdent Centering_on_questions dedigned_tO
translate checklist entries into` specific teaks at the concrete,
representative, and abstract levels.

Th conjunction with the identification of specific mathematics
deficiencies- the cliniftbum 'identifies the student's ' athematics
style." :refers to the observation of the student's utilization
of what_are-referred to as "response modes" and "response formats"
in reaction to Various "peesentation formats."

_ _
The (MD),

2
model,utilizesthe following_operatiOnal definitions

for "presentation formats" and 'response modes and formats."

Presentation fortats can be identifiedas the following:
Auditory (A): those questions which are posed solely-through oral

means. The student is asked to respond to that which is heard.
Visual (V): those:questions which are' posed solely. through visual

means. Ihe_stUdent_is asked to respond,to that whiCh is seen.
AUditory-VisUal_(AV)1. those questions_ which are posed throUgh both

Oral and visual means. The student is asked to :respond to that
which is heardAnd seen.

Forced,.Responses the student must use a given response mode.
Open Response: the student may select a response mode.
Generative: those questions which call for the student to generate

the correct response. .

Non- generative:: those questions which can for the student U.:select
the correct response from a given set of responses.

Response Fbrmate and Modes_ can be identified as the folloWingv
Oral Concrete (001 the student responds to a given question by'

orally describing the situation in terms of concrete_ objects.
Oral Representatives OR): the student responds to a given question

by orally describing the situation in terms ofa Model or
pictorial_ representation of concrete objects..

Oral Abstract (0Ab)4 tie sttdentreepondS tb a given question by
orally deseribizig the situation in terms of abstradt symbol's. .

Graphic Concrete.(GO): the student responds to a given question by
describing, in'graphic form, the situation in terms of concrete
objects. .

Graphic Representative (GO: the student:responds to a given ques-
tion by describing. in graphic formy the situation in terms of.
a model or pictorial representation of concrete objects.

4.3
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Graphic AbStradt (GAWs the student responds to a given question
by describing. in graphic. form, the situation in tens of
abstract symbols:

Manipulative Concrete (MC): the student responds to a given ques-
tion by manillulating concrete objects to describe the situation.

There are seri\ response modes which involve combinations of
the aforementioned *unary" response modes. These ares
Oral,..-draphic Con « = te(0=GC)u the student responds to a_giVen

question by scribing, bOthorally and in graphic form. the
situation in s of concrete objects.

Oral=Graphid Representative (CGR)s the student responds to a
given_question:by_describingi both orally and in graphic formi
the situation in tams of4L model or pictorial representatio ns
of concrete objectsi

Oral- Graphic Abstract (6-GAb)s the. student responds to a given
question by describing; both orally and in graphic form. the
situation in terms of:abstract symbols.

,

Oral-Manipulative_ Concrete\(0AC)1 the student responds_ to a giVen
Vestioh by describing,, tOth orally and by manipulation, the
dituation.in term:a of- concrete objects.

Graphic-Manipulative \Cancrete:.(G=MC)1 the student responds to a
, given question 1 describing. 'Wth in graphic form and by

manipulationi the situation in tuns of concrete objects.
Oral- Graphic - Manipulative Concrete (0-G-MC)s the student responds

to a given question by describing. in oral\and graphic form
and by manipulation, the situation is terms\q.concrete objects.

Graphical-1.n the O0)2 Mathematics styleshodels shown below.

"Mathematics Style"
Model for (MD)2

Presentation A-V_

Formats

Ab

R

C

0 0=G M 014 G=M CCA
Response Formats
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The.previous_piate graphically represents -the mathematics style
component of thejND)2 model. Note that in a diagnostic session,
the trained_daitidiail will use subjective jUdgeent ift_the selection
Of Which cells to diagnose. Y a given checklist entry-certain .

ells are nappropriate and still others can be eliminated on=a
selective basis. Thus, far a given checklist entry the diagnostician
may ask questions based on from ow:to, sayi.four cells of the model.

As the content diagnosis progresses the clinician needs to
record, in some detail, the events which are (or -may be) relevant
to identifYing the students.defiaienaies.. The- figure below
represents:one method of.recordtilg the presentation format and
response mode and format for each major- question. .It should be
noted that the figure has been reduced in size.
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Cells are filled with either Ab, R, or C
followed by a numeral indicating the order
in which the question was asked.

Clearlk, the information recorded on this form is invaluable
for profiling a student's_ mathematics style. It does not, however,
provide information relative to sped flo questions asked nor does
it make record of any extraneous factors Which may affect student
responsei The interview Record sheet indicates thmt_the_clinioian
should record the number of the:question being iekeil. Sitcp_all'
of the questions cannot be determined_in Adliance--they.14111 depend
on student responses to preVious_questions-a-,some method of record:-
ing_questions is needed. Tar this reason it is strongliaUggested.
that the interview be audiotaped and, if possible, videeNtapedi,
This Will allow.the clinician to reconstruct the session, for purposes.:
Of further

When'step two of the 030-2 model is completed the clinician_
should have a reiattway clear pidture of the stUdentes mathematidal
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strengths and weaknesses as well as an understanding of the student's
"mathematics style," Consequently, it would be possible toierminate
the diagnosis at this point and prescribe corrective teaching based
on these findings. However, the (ND)2 model has an additional com-
ponent which enhances the possibility for successful prescriptions- -
the diagnosis of general educational cognitive style.

Step three, the educational cognitive style component of the (MD)2
model;, is based on an abbreviated version of the model proposed by
the American Educational Science Associations' The clinician should
gather cognitive style data through observation and interview whenever
possible, however there is a, preference test which can be used either
solely dr in conjunction with the other two methods.

Following the observation, interview, and preforenCe testing
of the individual to gather data on educational cognitive style the
clinician is prepared to initiate step four of the (ND)2 model.
This step represents the stage during which the data collected in
steps one, two, and three is analyzed into a student diagnostic
profile. This profile includes data pertaining tos (1) general
information reflecting student background, (2) the student's specific
mathematics deficiencies and mathematics style, and (3) the student's
educational cognitive style., The clinician's task is to piece to-
gether this information to form a profile representing the diagnosis
of the individual.

One aspect of stage four is the search for consistency between
the student's mathematics style and educational cognitive style. A
given student may, during the content diagnosis, exhibit a\tendency
to react positively to questions presented in a _visual' format but
negatively to those With an auditbry format. If this same Student's
educational cognitive,stylezap indicates a- minor or negligible
T(VL), T(VQ), or'Q(V) element than the diagnosis may be incomplete
at the least, it must be reviewed for errors. If on the other hand,
the findings from the mathematics style diagnosis and the findings
from the educational cognitive style diagnosis match then the. clinician
can be reasonably certain that steps two and three of the (MD)2 model
were successful.

An.additionaI element of consistency can:be aheaked at this
stage of the diagnostic process. It is possible to.describe a
Cognitive style map which indicates the ability to deal with maths=
maticspresented at the concrete, representativei and abstract levels.
Ubing the information provided by such maps the clinician is able to
determine Whether an individual's inability to successfully deal with
mathematics presented at_aamrtioUlat level of abstraction is caused
by a defiaiency_in certain cognitive style components -or by a lack_
Of experience With a_given level, of abstraction. That is to say,
an individual's map indicates the presence of those components

-46
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necessary for working at the concrete level but the mathematics Style
aspect of the contentAliagnosis suggests that the student has dif
ficultY_desCribing_or completing exercises at-this level then, perhaps
the student has not had sufficient experiences with concrete models.
The concept of division serves as an excellent example of; the impor=
tance of this step of the analysis done by the clinician. Consider
a student-that can complete the division algorithm but cannot use
counters to illustrate -the process. Is it because the student is
incapabie_of modeling (because of a IaCk of cognitive style components)
Or is _it because the student has. -never had -to modelthe_operation and
therefdre lees"' understanding and experience? '.The_question poses
interesting problems in desighihg corrective ,proceduresi

Step five of.the (MD),2 model represents the first step in the
process,ofIrescription develdpment. Diagnosis based on cognitive
style constructs will-be of little value if prescribed activities
do not provide a high probability of student success. .TbaTefore,
the diagnostician must not only diagnose the student, but also "those
tasks Whidh may be_used in-s4sequent instruction Uti10_29741. Ia
this manner-cognitive-style diagnosis not OnlY provides fur the_
identification of the Unique strhotures each individual- brings to a
learning situation, but _it also allows for the translation of this
:uniqueness-into proposed programs of instruction (Ratlike; 1973).

In step five, the clinician maps the instructional.resources--
the purpose being to determine the cognitive style conditions of
those aspects of the educational environment which may be used for
corrective teaching; included in this category, and therefore Subject
to mapping, are persons (those individual's thtt may play a role in
the subsequent teaching of the Child, e.g., teacher, tutor, librarian,
and counselor), processes (those activities which may be used in
subsequent teaching, e.g., methods of instruction), and properties
(materials used in subsequent teaching, e:g._t audio-tapest films,
books, worksheets, and manipuittives). Generally spetking, diagnosis
of properties provides data for-the matching of symbolic orientations,
diagnosis of processes provides data for matching modalities of
inference, and diagnosis of persons provides data for matching cul=
tural determinants.' It should be noted, however, that these three
components of cognitive style must be considered as reparable and
consequently need to be viewed as a totality.

The mapping prodess at this stage is the same as:it was for
step three, The Clinician must map the instructional resources'in
the same manner as. mapping the student who win.come.into'contact
with these resources. That is;the_symbaic cOnditions_of_eiements
Of the inel#hotional_process areAsterained so that individUalit can
be-matched to'these for prescriptive purposes, As an example,: assume
'a possible corrective teaching- technique involves having -the child
work with a peer.6n the analysis of word problems according to certain

47
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delineated proceduresa fixed step -by -step approach. The clinician
mapping such a task may -arrive at the following condition of'this
task,

X

For the Child whose map is dhown below this may not be a valuable
experience.

T(AQ)

Q(A)

T)

That is, the interface between the conditions of the task and the
cognitive style of the student do not. sufficiently matdh.

It should be noted that, theoretically at least, step five
may only have to be completed once, if the Clinicians or the-
teacher, maps all of the resources aVaiIable then -these same mapi
can_be_filed,for_use in the devel3pment of- prescriptions for several
students. Therefore' a goal of the.alinidian ShaUld bethe compile=
tion of resource maps for quick reference in future situations.

Step six. of the CMD)2 model involves the preparation ofpre-
scriptions-and, of course, these presaiiptions are based, on the
information gleaned from steps one through.fivei: Cognizance of
individual differences is_no Iess_ariticaI at thisstage_than it
is at any_other stage_of.the (MW -odel, The purpose -of the
prescription is to relate the ihdiv_ unique (ND)2 profile
to the available resources in a mune. khiah will provide the
greatest t-probability of success. Some possiblelresariptiveroutes
based'on cognitive style diagnosis of both individuals and educa-
tional tasks are presented in the following table,

4.8



COGNITIVE PRESCRIP=

STYLE MAP TION DE= PRESCRIPTION EXAMPLES OP PROBABLE MODE

MAPPING DEVELOPMENT VELOPMENT CENTERS ACTIVITIES 'OF UNDERSTANDING OF THE TASK

r.
Large Group Lecture

Instruction (Teacher)

Diagnostic Major

Testing Strengths

Behavioral

Obikrva;

tioni

Carrel

Study

Minor

Strengths

Y;TiY;

or

C,A.T.

Questioning
Areas of

Weakness

ibrary

R M

Di

Audio- Video

tutorial 4
(Assistants)

'Group

Interaction

(Peers)

Print and

Non-Print

Media

Librarianl

Seminars

Independent

Study

DiScussion

lInstructor

or Peer)

Programmed

Instruction

or U.T1

T(AL)

(101

Q(CET

T(AL)

Q(CEM)

Qom)

(CT)

III(VL)

Q(CS)

T(AL)
X

0111)-

Q(CE)

Cer)

IOIL) M R

Q(CET) I X

Q(S ) D ID

Personalilzing Education (Adapted from Bowman; Birch; Hi11i & Nuaney, 1974)
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The format of the prescription may vary but there are certain
characteristics which each prescription should include.. One criteria
is comprehensiveness. -,The prescription should include _a synopsis
of all data. Chtaited,insteps one through five organized and pro=
sented in --a manner Which early conveys the clinicians analysis and
interpretation of the data. Any fortal_andfor informal tests which
were administered_ during the course of thediagnosis dhould: be
described algng witii_stUdent reactions to these testa. :Each ma or.
component of the 00)2 -model, i.e.content diagnosis, iathetatics
style' and educational cOgnitivestile, must be discUssed in great

1041 component.couId be mentioned in iholation, however,
rocause'of their interrelatedness; a concurrent discuseion designed
at weaving the three into one overall picture is preferrei. Separate
discussions of the components doet, however, lsve'thtiedventage of
providing the teacher with a clear-cut picture ofeach4-,AIsp,-

' because of-the strong relationship between mathematict style :nd
educational cognitive style it may be dealtable to- present a cogent
discussion of these twocomponents daria 'separate discussion_of -

specific content deficiencies, --Nevertheless this should still to
followeiby a synthesis of'all three as a hedge argainst the teacher
besingoorrectiVe teaching on the content diagnosis alone, The y
teacher must not overlodk the_prescriptiVe benefits gaited from:the
odel's ability-to diagnose the_student's capabilities in the areas

0 symbolic orientations, modalities of inference, and large group,
small group, and independent study._

final point on prescription deservesindeed Clemands--,
attent Agy,diagaosis wiilindicate to the clinician certain
stre and weaknesses which wiilnecessarily affect the design
of corr ive teaching proceduresthe qneetion is 'iliow"? The
clinician two alternatives to pursue.

Oa the hand, a prescription 66. be written Which calls for
corrective to techniques designed to utilize attengthS is -both
mathematics and Cognitive style to build skill and-Understatd-
ing_with those eas identified as content deficiencies, for the most
part ignoring sty wealaiesses in the instructional design. For ex!.

student with the following over-simplified ;praile.,ample, considatith

CChten L*ficienoy_,
fractions in simplest form
fractional numbers

Mathemati style

Dees t
Educational

A)
AL)

CET)

oriented,
crete objects

Live

701
X

51.
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Lbder the'above'philosophy of corrective teaching this stbdent_max-
be asked to sit alone -at a listening station with audio tapes keyed
to cards with appropriate numerals on them. These taped describe
the prodess of-renaming fractions in simplest 'form by way of -using
concrete' objects and directs the child to model fractions using:
cuisenaire.rods placed at the station. Little or no.reference
would be.made to visually-oriented resources- e.g.,. filmstrips-
nor would any concerted effort be made-to have the.student work with
peers or watch the teddier model some examples at the board.'

The other alternative position on corrective teachingisto.
uUlize both strengths and weaknesses in'mathematics style.and-
cognitive style in order to eliminete content deficiencies._ For
the example just given the prescription would include such. activi=
ties as peer asSistencei. visual aids, eacher demonstration, etc.
The rationale for using style weaknessesis that through use they
may develop into strengths.

On the surface it seems as thOugh_the'second alternative_. would
be most beneficial. In,factl in -most instances it would be the ;

most probable route for elilitating defidiendies. After 111,_it\.
does provide the student with kgreater variety of opportunities'
to identify errors and misconception*. However, this does not Mean
that-this phlIosol* of corrective teaching will work 'test for all.
Those Mtudenta with serious content deficiencies., may become even
more confused:byhmming to deal,with two'defioienciem at once, namely,
content 'deficiencies and style deficiencies.' . 1

Tb sUMMarite, presdriptions Calling for corrective teaching
demand caref4. consideration. At the risk of vverrellaplifying,_
students with major content deficiencies ehouldreceive.correcti7d
instruction 'designed to
these_deficiencies. with manor content deficiencies
should receive corrective instruction designed to,,Utilize their
style strengths and_weaknesseWto alleviate their deficiencies.
The'deterdination of what_are_major or Mitor.content.deficiencie
should be based on analyst:4 of teat results and the subjective
judgment of a trained Oita-diet.

Aa
[

Step seven of the (MD) model, implementation, refers, to the
means of inoorporattag the results of the entire diagnostic process
into the instructionaI.program. This iinot to be contbsed with
the act of corrective teaching which is not_ a pert.otthe model
since it is an activity'carried out y the classroom . The
implementation of the (MDr model refers to theLmann -in which
the diagnosis is transmitted, to the_ teacher. The v cle for
accomplishing this step is the_clinician-teachatc erence. 740
prescription report discussed in step six may simply te delivered
to the teacher for consideratiom, howeveri it is strongly suggested



that a conference be arranged so that the possibilities of Misinter-
pretation are lessened prior to the.initiation of corrective teaching
procedures. When_both patties have_coSe to &consensus concerning
the findings of the diegnodis and the purpose_ and rationale of the
prescription theteadher may then determine the manner in which
insttuotionvill take place;

Evaluation, step -eight; is tesed primarily on teacher-Input
wfter-corrective teaching has begun, once agsin through clinician-

_ teacher conferences. The" teacher input should be founded on observer.
tions and test results. _An widitional aspect of the.- evaluation -step-
is observation, by the clinician, of the child at work in the class-
roomer Observatton'tly both the clinician and the, teacher is designed
to illow for a "comparing of notes" (which may assist the development
of greater iiterrater reliability for later referals) and to form a
common base of knowledge concerning the student's status to insure
the success of the clinician- teacher conference.

Feedback into the diagnostic system, step nine, may be the
result of step eight,_ the. clinician=teacher conference. The re -entry
step will, vary for .individual students. For some it may be necessary
to begin the entire- diagnostic process anew. ipt others, re-entry
may_take_plexe at either step two_(content_diagnosIS incorporating
mathematics style), Step_three (educational cognitive style diagnosis)-
step four (*dialysis of steps one, twoi.or three), or step six (pre-
scription writing).

-Thus; the diagnOitic process has traveled full_circIe. if -

carried out properly there should be ayealth of-information_aVail-
able -concerning not onlywhat the studentdoee Snd_does not know
bUt alb° concerning the manner in Which the stUdent does and does
not- take on meaning. The real valuelihowever; is not in 14140*
having this information but in usinelt.i A carefully planned .

follow-up program of corrective teaching is critical to the success
of any dievgnosticzventure; 1

ons Further Stu n

ay way of conClusion it -seems appropriate to review some of '

the more pertinedt_aspects of tip s model. First, it is essential
that the reader understand the clinical nature of the model. it
is designed to describe a possible dimnostic_process which can be
carried out by a trained clinician it may have some value in
classroom diagnosis but this Ls not the intended target. Second,
it is important to note that this model is not intended to be_used'
only with those students that have severe mathematics difficulties.
The mathematics_style awi_educational cognitive style componentd
of the model make this model valuable for the diagnosis of any
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student of_ mathematics. Third.
AndiVidUal's mathematics style it
tine cent be_tested.__It is neces
subjective jUdgdent_aild seleCt thos
for the_tadk at_hand._ FOUrth, the
does not describe a diagnostic test
must be intermediate steps between
and the actual instructional process.

the actual diagnosis of an
s not intended that all thirty -

for the clinician to use
cells which are most appropriate
)2 model, when implemented.

which one teaches. There_
administration of this model

The Model fpr Diagnosing Mathemati al Defi4encies is presented
as one_conceptualizStion of the manner which diagnosis could
proceed. The_evidence on_interraati as among the abundance
Of factors affecting deVelopment_suggests that each.student bringn
to each,learning situation a differential cOmbination of_mnique
cal:abilities and abilities, eaqh_at a = oulat.stage of deVelope.
meat. DiEvgnosis then, should 'strive to describe ° these canabilitied
and abilities and, the factors which affect them. Its Ultikate '

purpose is to facilitate the construction of\individualil pre=
scripttons for uniquely pardons. The (MD)2. mode represents
one;attemptto reach this goal.

-

The purpose of thia.paper was_to_deveIop and describe a clinical:
model for diagnosing mathematidal deficieaciis *hi& indorporated
cognitive _effective, and-psychomotor-aspects of edUcational cognitive
style. The model is designed in Such a way_as Ito refleot consistency'
with the view that the #ask of d.Wgnosis is to describea -personality
as wen as a person'd subject matter deficiencies.

it is important to notethat the purpcse,of this'paper was not
to describe processes through :which the diagnostic `model could be'
itplemented. _Indeed. Application concerns are:not (nor should they
be). factOre in thelesign stage- of- development. Hypothesis-
ingionoposnible application diffidUlties prior to the development
of a model may cause undue restriotions and lititationstO fott
in thelmind*of the design_ mr/ Comments relevant to this point can
be found throughout the tare. -Far example..

. /

A beep innovative desigtrmay!weIl be lueeleas,
in the-semis/that it has little or no applioa-
tion_iteediately to schools as:educational
inStitutionn....Oncern for the immediate
applicability of the findings, can dietraotthe
researcher, narrow his efforts and heettl hit
to unjustified conclusions.. (8rickell..l981,
p..82 /

Thus, Brickell deboribed three'distinguishable phaison of
innovation design'. evaIuatiOn. and demonstration; and their. ideal
Settings *hich Are- respectively: freedom. Control. and normality,
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Wtrner (IWO. in commenting on Brickell
phases of innovation, stated

Msign efforts cannot be conducted.
settings.because experimental cantro
type needed for adequate evaluation
tivebytheirvery nature. These re
reduce the freedom :to explore for s _thing .

better. _The ordinary. unenriohed setting- needed
for the_deMonstration-of a proven innovation_ is
the setting\leaSt likelytbgenerate4tew designs.
The observer,of a dekonstrationneedi to see the
demonstration-of the innovation as part of the \-

normal. ongoing program in a school like his own.
For these reasons. therefore. the circumstances
needed for the design of an innovation cannot be H.
reconciled with those needed for proper'evalua-
tion and demonstration_of the innovation.
(Werner. 1968, pp. 82=90)

A 6iMilat concern was. expressed by Wilson (1973) -in a' paper _railing
for more efforts it_generativerresearCh-rspectficallyiclinica.inter-
vention research. Citing the unfortunate tendency to evaIuatethe
results. of_ generative research on.the basis of., criteria designed
for'conflrmative experimental research. Wilson "clinidal
intervention is either not recognized as reseaCh../Or.is depreCiated
as researah, and in some circles even deprecatedas research" (Wilson,

1973, ppia-2).

AS previously mentioned, Eagelhard&t1974) has commented on the
difficulties encountered in'experiMen research without the benefit
'Of a theoretical model. Thus.the 6 icance\of this paper lies-in
itslmrposei that is it is the development_ of a theoretical_moddl._.
and a description of its accompanying instrtznentation._for oliniCally
diagpstag mathematical deficiencies and its relation to the- teaching-
and to the learning Of mathematics.'

Thus, at the- risk Of "depreciati
paper is beat deacribed asa generative effOrto describe a diag-
ndOtid Model far clinical use in iden ing anLindividualgeunique
mathematics deficiencies. It'should be r cognized as a first attest

Itmited_basid-which has. at this Pointi:only been admini ter ' on a .

and only now. it'needs to be examined, possibly adapted,

for use in diagaOstic7prescriptive settings

s notion of three

evN-aluation
s of-the
e re tric-

tricti ms

r,;11

V.4 111.

or "deprecation," the present

Because this study is_not_baSed on statistical analysis core --
cIusiona stintuii to (hose found in experilentally-oriented studies
-Cannot It4 statcoL COnSequenti, this section is\devcid of any
attempt to state inferences but instead focuses on

\
areas .of

I

of further
study and needed research. . /

\
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The design process used in theAeveIopment of -the (MD)2 model
suggests the following'areas Of needed research and deVelopment.

1. The (MD)2 model suggeits a hierarChical dhealidt or use
in determining a student's content:deficiencies.- This
hierarchy is based op expert judgment but perhaps other
means of hierarchy dation such as Guttman analydis
Should be attempted.

2. The (MD)
2
model s sts the use of a standardized diagnos-

tic test to Obtain eat*. levenformation on the child's
defidiandi s. DOes a standardized- diagnostic

test provide sufficient data for transferring general
difficulty areas into the checklist?

3i The (MD)
2

model suggests instrumentation to, be used in
conjunction with/a checklist for diagnosing a .student's
mathematiCal style. A next step would be the development.-
of a battery of/items far each entry in the checklist.

Several questions would need attention:

(a) Should the development of this battery begin with
one or two concept Clusters or should the entire,
checklist be subject to item development? (This
question becomes critical when one realizes that
the checklist is not sequenced across concept:1i.)

(b) How many items are needed for_each entry of the
checklist? (it -is necessary to consider: -the pos-,
site- presentation and response formats for an
4/2cividUal entry before this question can be
,ens °red.)

(C) erning the internal strupture of the item
ery. should the questions be open or forced
ante? Generative or =7I-generative response?

uld there be a.mixture of these response types?

tion_of the (MD)
2
model_indiagnostic_

e following areas need to be inspeOted.,

while not so complicated that it can't 'be
oes require a certain amount of expertise.
s must be developed-far training mathematias
the.. use of the (MD)2 model? For training

chars in its use? lekhat ways. can computer,
be used_to siMpiifY_the data- collection and

ing aspects of the (9)4 model?

Goneidering_it
prescriptive sett

L The (Mp)
implemen
What proc
Clinicians
classroom
capabiliti
record kee

ss
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26 The (MD)2 model is designed_for use in a.mathematics clinic
at least in

uthors have pett373nocedofure".2Yeril

tg5;Callahan, 19731-Denmark, 1974). What adaptation is
ctices to classroom techniques is. beneficial (Buswell,

necessary before (MD)2 can be used: in classroom diagnosis?

-2
3- The educational cognitive style component of the (MD) model

has been successfully used at_the upper elementary; secondary,
and college leveled The (MD)2 mode' itself is designed for
use_at any Ievel_of mathematics instrdctionvhowever the
vehicle used to desdribe the model is elementary school.
mathematics. What changes, if any. are needed in.the model
design before it can be implemented at the secondary. and.
post-secondary levels?

It has been suggested that IOngitudinil study is needed to
determine the usefulness of cognitive styie_diagnosis
(Sternberg, 1975). us, -a Iong-range testing program_may
need _to be_established_befora.the Value of a model such as.
(MD)2 can be fULly evaluated..

Assuming that implementation attempts are successful, certain
questions on the actual use of the (MD)4 model need to le addressed.

These include;\

1. The (MD)2 model is designed to provide an indiVidual profile
of three major areasi content deficiencies0,mathematics
style, and educational cognitive style. 'Ibitherstenefit
to be gained by fractionating the Odel and using only one
Of the components? Any two of the omponents?

2; The (MD)
2

diagnostic model assumes t among other methods,
a dyadic interview will be used to.ga data If a stu-
dent does not perform appropriately on a diagnostic instrument
it may be due to other factors aside from student not_
understanding the concept being assessed. t critical
factors_can be identified_that affect Clinici student
interactions? _What role does cliniciancogniti style
play in determining the isuccess of the interview?
there a "most effective" clinician cognitive style?

The 0E02 model is designed to describe indivk----Luils from
a variety of perspectives. What are the_individual dif-
ference variables which might affect performance in the
diagnostic- setting that have not been considered? HOW
does use of the model affect Children? Are cognitive
Ctyles of ihdividUals content specific?

5,
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46 The (MD)
2

model provides the opportunity to use diagnosed
strengths and weaknesses in a variety of_ways. Does
remediation based on using cognitive style strengths to
eliminate content deficiencies prove to be moresuccessfhl
than using a combination which stresses strengths but also
attempts to eliminate weaknesses through use?

The above represent questions generated from the development--of
the nl-irk caI Model :for Diagnosing Mathematical Deficiencies--(MD) 2.
Since this_paper is- concerned with only the design stage of model
development it is clear that a significant amount of work must be
done before implementation. 1171s work now begins.
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Reaction Paper
to

A Clinical Model for Diagnosing Mathematical
Deficiencies Incorporating Educational Cognitive Style

Lelon R; Capps
University of Kansas

This paper is brief for two reasons. First, the description of
the model is indeid complete and comprehensive. Second, much of the
information needed for revision and reaction can be forthcoming only
.as the model is implemented. The last six pages of the paper pre -
sensed by Dr. Speer outline many of the unanswered questions concerning
the application of the model and deserve the careful attention of any-
one involved in using the model.

One must note that the model relies heavily on subjective inter-
pretation of verbal description. Thus, -some specific training is
necessary to gain consistency in descriptors of the behavior. Also,

in some instances there may be the possibility of gathering similar

data with more objective checklists.

In attempting to describe educational cognitive 'style the search
must be for_didde_peittern of consistency: It is on this component of
the model where the greatest care must be exercised in interpreting
the information gathered in the process To predict behavior of this

nature with consistency is indeed a difficult task.
_A

While educational cognitive style is content -free, it is not

culture free. gerhaps some future research should deal With_therole
of cultural- background and Its effect on cognitive_ style: Stodolsky
and Lesser (1967) suggest the nature of this relationship in their

studies.

Th_gathetieg information about content deficienciesi.using the
Standardized tests may be of only limited value It should be Viewed

Only as a broad screening device. As indicated in the paper, one
needs a much more comprehensive set of descriptors such_as thOse
included in the Kent State University Mathematics Chedklidt.

It should be, pointed out that current practice among educators
usually goes only through step two of this model. It is, step three of
this model that makes it intriguing and appealing to the researcher:
and teacher interested in diagnostic and prescriptive-tead

_____=-_____
In_step-four-of the model one wonders if a learner will exhibit

the same profile across content areas and across diagnosticians. This

will need to be clearly demonstrated by careful collection of data
when the model is implemented.
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Instep six of the model, the diagnosticians must not be misled
into thinking that there is one best prescription. In practice the
model Will allow for a variation of prescription. Of basic interest
should be a study of the relationship of the profile to the prescrip-
tion and the success of, the prescription. The reactor suggests that
careful research should be conducted to study this relationship.

A major concern in. implementing the_tiiiiription_centers -on who
does the prescriptive instruction. If the diagnostician does the.
corrective instruction, the probability for success:will be_greater.
If the classroom teacher is 'to do the corrective teaching, there is
a definite risk of lolling much of' the-infermation gathered on the
profile as it relates to the instructional process. For this reason,
transmitting the information to a classroom teacher is a critical step
it the_process and if not well done; could result in very limited
success; Hopefully; the model will be of value to the classroom
teacher even though it is a clinical model. Perhaps, the model Will
be of most value onlzif-the classroom teacher can interpret the
results and implement the corrective instruction successfully.

In the end, the model also must be of value in identifying iind
perhaps modifying the educational cognitive style of the teacher. ':That
is, weakness in instructional strategies being employed by a teacher can
be identified and, if modified appropriately; there will be a reduction_
in the number of students with mathematical deficiencies in the teacher's
classes.

In summary, the model presents an initial and hopefUl step in the
area of diagnosis and prescription. Dr. Speer has done a commendable
piece of work though there is much yet to_bedone. The model makes no
claims to be an instrument of an exact science. To the contrary; it
is a map which shows the route to follow but does not guarantee the
condition of the road The judgment of the user and the ability to
remain flexible no doubt will be two crucial variables. in determining
the condition of the road.
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Feedback in Diagnostic Testing

Jon M. Engelhardt
Arizona State University

In the testing situation; telling students whether or not their
answers are correct is commonly prohibited or. delayed until students
have responded to all the items,0i.g.; Anastasi, 1976; Cronbach, 1964;
Although it is-sometimes--suggested that testers insert perfunctory
comments like "Good" or "Fine," this is done only to encourage the
studentd_by acknowledging effortinot_tcy.ndicate success on a par-,
ticular_item. The priMaly rationale for withholding such correctness
feedback is to "standardize" testing conditions, i.e., to effectively
control the 'variance attributable to all factors -in the_test situation
except the faitor being measured. Such control is usually established
by creating uniform testing conditions; In this way potentially.con
founding factors are eithereliminatedi)or. their effeetjipon_the vari-
ance is roughly equalized for all subjects; hence, any differences among
individuals', test scores are thereSuIt of differences in the factor
being measured. Thus, feedback on response correctness is thought to be
controlled through a uniform system of non-feedback from-the-tester.

_V

This writer's several yearslinldirecting a diagnostic/prescriptive
mathematics_clinic has led to quest cining_this procedurain diagnostic
test situations, particularly-situations involVing_individually adtin-
istered tests. During diagnostic testing in'the clinic; it has often
seemed obvious that some students made conclusiOns about whether or not
their answers were correct; even though no clues, were given by the-
testers. When testers did accidentally give feedback, students' facial
expressions of disbelief and comments like "I knew it" fur
forced this observation. If the purpose of with d correctness
feedback is to provide uniform stud ranee of response correctness
or a uniform effect from _such -fii-aiSdki then this procedure seems to
have fail .I-n-thiabsence of tester feedback, some* if not allo_
stn ants seem to substitute their own idiosyncratic systems of feedback:

Support for this observation can be found in.both theoretical ,

formulations and limited research findings. Ammons (1956), in reviewing
the research literature on knowledge of performance, proposed that there
is always some knowledge of performance available to the human performer,
ranging from the intrinsic feedback of the senses or an "itfiels right"
feeling to the extrinsic feedback of evaluative comments like "you are
doing well." Stated in other words,Annett (1969), indicated that when
extrinsic feedback such as accuracy scores is withheld, most aspects of
some intrinsic feedbadk system remain intact. Smith and Smith (1966),
in applying this idea more to the usual learning scene, stated that as
an individual's body of.knar;leda'S grows; the individual establishes
intrinsic standards of accuracy, logic and consistency against which to
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1

monitor his responses;. thus extrinsic signals like "That's right!" or
"Correct!" may serve only to confirm the individual's intrinsic moni-:
toring. 1

i

1

Several research studies have also suggest students' use of
subjective feedback. Arps (1917; 1920), in a s udy of individuals in a

\ finger weight lifting task, foUnd,that when exp rimenter feedback on
`performance was_ discontinued, some performers_r ported imagining pen

1

\marks and_the physical characteristics of each lift to help taintaiA ..

their performance. Book and NOrvelle (1922) stip:lied children- performing
_ample tasks like writing flats"

a-
s rapidly as Oossible; When the ehil-

dren'were no_longer given feedback_ontheir pe*formance, many children
were reported to have developed methods'of judging how well they did;
When Ross (1927) found no difference in performs ce between college
students receiving quiz feedback and students not receiving feedback, he
reanalyzed the situation and fOund the no-fee back students guessed
their quiz scores quite well; presumably they received some sort_of
subjective feedback. In a study of students' cohfid ce in judging_
whether wordpSirs were synonyte, antionyms or unrel ted, *taints _and
(1958) found_that without training_there was only out gi

discrepancy betWeen confidence Calls_and thelactua -p cent of correct
responses; again suggesting some sorttof-s tive feedback system. .

Finally, Ammons (1956) described .y in ihidh subjects wereasked. to
,--f,

draw lines of a given le , without 'receivin g feedback on their
accuracy; sub egan xo demonstrate increasing self-consistency
ari3wd---au'incorrect" line length. This sudgests the use of subjective
feedback.relative .to some intrinsic standard; even though inconsistent
with the experimenter's standard:

1

,, I

.

The primary reason studentS are not told whether their diagnostic
test responses are correct is to control any effect such feedback might
have on -test results. It has been argued, however, that when su*

withheld!corrective feedback is withheI students/ rely on subjectivel_feed-'
back. Therefore; instead of-providing' effect upon test. score
variance; it is reasonable that there iS/alquite uneven effedt npon test
score variance, depending upon-the natnre_OrAccuracy of the subjective
feedback systems espIoyed_and individnals1;personalities as;Xheyirelate
to that fedaback. If performance' on and, Xherefore, the accura0of
diagnostic tests islnfluenced by any correctness feedback *ch_tbe
student_ receives, which is better--a-haphaZard -syatem-of- t*Insic types
Of feedback or a uniform system of extri *c feedback?

1
The main purpose of this paper is to review and eitend casting

literature On,feedback.as it relates to the testing situation;, par-
ticularly individually administered diaignostictests in mathematics. In
the paragraphs which follow, the ekistind4iterature_on feedbadk is
.restricted to include only that researchiwhiCh is relevant-to diagnostic
testing. This_research is then presented,\along with its implications
for educational practice. Finally, areas\for further research_are,
identified- and a )research study currentlyin progress is described.



Limiting -the Review

Massive amounts of research involvingifeedback have-been conducted
in the areas of programmed instruction;_soeial reinforcement, test
administration; persistence or frustration theory; personality;- social
psychology; incentives,- congruency and dissonance theories. Unfor-
tunately, not all of this'researdh is relevant to the diagnostic testing,
situation.

The literature on feedback can be/ divided according to the three I

types of feedback usually identified:/ knowledge of response (indication
of correct or incorrect); knowledge of correct response. (statement of
the correct response) and correctional feedback (statement of_correct ;

response and reason for:its correctness). Since only correct/incorrect
feedback is of concern in the diagnostic testing:situation, this review
was confined to research studies involVing knowledge of response feed-I

back. In less current literature this is referred to as knowledge of
performance.

A large- number of atudies_haveexamined the effect of knowledge of
response feedback on subsequent task performance; Many of these; t

however; are not relevant to the diagnostic testing situation. oFor 1

example, Dweck and Bush (1976) examined the performance of fifth-grade
students receiving "failures' feedback. In this study Students werejtold
on each of four trials to complete 20 digit-letter subStitution problems
in one minute; all students were stopped after 15 problems and tolethey
hadn't done well. The results ofthis study indicated! that- such feed-
back led to some or no improvement in performance, but not to a decre-
ment in- performance.' If findings on other studies were similar toIthis,
one might conclude that telling a child he didn't do very well on ar

diagnostic test item either has no effect or increase* performanc ; but
does not depress it While this may be an appealing conclusion; one
major difficulty with the research exists; the task being performed was
not similar to the academic tasks required in the usual diagnostic
tests, especially those in. mathematics.

I

Like the_studyiaboN. many- knowledge of response feedback st ies
---suffer-from this difficulty. As Means and Means (1971) pointed out, °'

much of\this residket-ls-limited-to-simple physical, verbal or -om-
putational tasks that are not comparable to the complex demands of an
oacademictedting situattln; It is difficult to argue, for e le, an
equitable\comparison betveen the .tasks 'on the Key Math Diagnos is
Arithmetic Test (Connolly; Wachtman & Pritchett; 1971)- and dig t-symbol
(Fremont; Means; 1970; St4rni 1972; Dweck & Bush, 1976),._aUdi ry
discrimieation (DahIe & Datly; 1972; Vianello & EVans4 1968); aired.,

associate (Vin de Biet, 1964) or buttonrpressing (Set:Meek & B
1970) tasks_ This is important not; only because of the diffe eat cognitive
deMands_of those tasks but also because-subjects' scores can e dffected
by whether these tasks arc? perceived as educationally import nt (Katz A
Creenbaum, 1963):.
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A similar difficulty in many knowledge of response feedback studies
has involved the use of multiple performances on a single task rather
than performances on a variety of related maul. In,other words, while
min)* feedback studies involve repeated performance of the same tasks
(e.g.,,digit-symbol substitution) and therefore the same cognitive
skill(s), academic testing situations have ordinarily involved per-
formance on a variety of tasks reflecting several cognitive skills.
This is importantbecause'knowledge of response feedback may'play an
instructional role when a nearly identical task is repeated directly
after feedback. Since academic tests, particularly diagnostic ones; are
usually arranged so that knowledge of response feedback'on one task
should provide little direct help in performing a subsequent,taski
knowledge of response feedback studies involving multiple performances
on a single task are clot relevant to the diagnostic testing situation.

In,suMmary, then; the research reviewed inthis paper was limited
to the knowledge of response literature relevant to the diagnostic
testing situation, i.e., studies involving a variety of educationally
relevant tasks.

The -Literature and Its Implications

A number of research studies involving feedimick have beerviden-
' tified_which are relevant to ,the diagnostic testing situation. While
some of these have investigated knowledge of response feedback and its
effect on test performance, others have examined intra-personal factOrs
like anxiety as they relate to feedback and performance

The study of knowledge of. response feedback as it relates 6- test
performance has been approached in two different ways--by exploring the
effect mpon tee`_ performance of feedback on (a) prior test performante
and (b) :,riar test item performance. In the first approach studies
examining the test performance effec of feedback on prioritest per-

. formance have generally been designed such that students are tested,
randomly -given shath feedback on.their performance, and then tested
again. In one such study Bridgeman(1974) examined the effect on a
scholastic aptitude test of feedback on g previously administered and
obstendibly similar test. For one-third of the students, feedback
consisted of a high score and the comment "Excellent! Your problem
solving ability is among the best of'all seventh-grade students," for
another third .a low score and the comment'"Poor. Your problem solving
ability is among the worst of all seventh-grade students," and for the

. It third no comment. The results indicated that students given
positive feedback scared significantly higher than students given
negative feedback; no-feedback students scored about .the.average of the
two feedback groups. Gordan and Due (1948); in a similar study with
eighth-grade students, administered two forms'of the Stanford-Binet°
Intelligence Test. Between the testsostueenis received several IQ-type
test items. Some ofthe students received no feedback, while others
were told they did poorly both on the between -test items'and at uniform

, ._ _
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intervals during the second test. Theresdlts_showed that the negative-
feedback students scored significantly lower than the no-feedback-group.
Other similar. studies -have generally, found that students who are praised
or-reproved for their performance subsequently perform about the same or
better. than students receiving no feedback.(Benton, 1936; Blankenship &
Humes, 1938; Bornstein, 1968; Gates & Rissland, 1923; Gilchrist, 1916;
Hurlock, 1924;llurlock, 1925; Kiugmaii 1944; Schmidt, 1941; Tiber &
Kennedy, 1964).

Referridg to studies like these, Anastasi (1976)-indicated-that
knowledge of response feedbadk which includes evaluative comments about
students' performance or ability_has_a motivational effect, perhaps_
operating through'the goals which subjects set forthem.;elvas in sub-
sequent performance. It appears then that, knowledge of response
feedback probably affects students' subsequent test performance; how-
eVeri the direction in which thatperformanCe is affected is not clear.
-For teachers this suggests that feedbadkjthidh includes evaluative
comments ,about the students' performahce'or ability should be withheld
-before and during test administrations, diagnOstic or otherwise. _Finally,
since knowledgeof response_feedback may nothave_the motivational_
effect suggested above, it is not known whether such feedback in dug=
nostic testing would influence test performance.

It should be noted that in each of the studies cited above students
were randomly given sham knowledge of resulte feedback on their. prior
test performance; No doUbtmaily students receive feedback which was
contrary to their expected performince. -What effect this diecrepancy
between students' expected and reported performance may-have had_on the
results of these studies is not Clear; however, one possible ex-Planation
is presented later.

Only three studies were identified which. examined the effect upon
test performance of providing_students with immediate it-- by -item
knowledge_of response feedback; Unlike the previous studies, none of
these used sham feedback; rather, the feedpack given studedts reflected
their actual performance.. The earliest of theie studies (gorgan &
Morgan, 1935) identified three possible effects of providing immediate

.

awareness of response correctness: i (a) produting no appreciable mod-
ification of performance, (b) increasing effort, attention and- critical
observation and thereby improving performance, and tc) depressing
performance- through diecouragement.L In this Study_undergraduate psy-
chology students were given a true-false test am 'Half of

the group used a self-scoring answereheetand a scorinidevide which
allowed immediate knowledge of correctness; the halotherif used a
mimeographed form of the test with delayed' feedback. In another study
Angell (1949) used a puudhboard devite to Provide immediate feedback to
undergraduate students for each item on mid-semesterlquitzes in Chem- _
istry. Compared to a control group*ich received delayed feedbackt_the
immediate-feedback group scored significantly higherlorCthecourse final
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examination. Unfortunately, no comparative data was available on the
groups' quiz perfkormancei'and other intervening factors may have Etc-7
counted for the difference in examination performance._ Finally, Beescin
(1971) used a.punChboard device_to,proVide immediate,item-by-item
feedback dUring_tid-semester qUizzed and a_final'exaMination. The
sample consisted of three' groups of students-Launiversity class in'
mathematics fer_elegientary teachers, a university class in remedial
mathematics, and a unior'high school class La general mathematics:

.;
Mtring each of the en quizzes and one final examination, students
randomly received diate feedbadk after each item'on one -half of
multiple - choice it and delayed feedback on the remainder; ,no st
received immediate eedback on the same If of any two consecutiv
tests. Care was to :en in designing the t sts so that feedbadk on
one item would not ue the answer to an in elsewhere in the tes .

between test perfo -yes under tOtediat and- delayed feedback c_n-_
Exceptfor the fine eiatinatidn, no a

and- delayed
ig fidant differences

ditiond. There vdq a slight trend, 1104 er, in favori,of the immediate
.

ma

Unp

II ^

feedback test performnnca.

Based upon these 0T:tidies; it wont
item knowledge of *espouse feedback do
improve) 'student perfortuAlekon force
choice) academic tests. 'Furthermore*
whatever the reasons, suCh_immediate
on subsequent testa overthe same co
teats do not usually inVOlVe_fOrted7,
not be_generalitab
knowledge of resul
testing device; ma
conclusions to ind

A number of s
they interact with
such intra persona
mance is anxiety.

e to the diagnost
s feedback from a
cast even furthe
idually administ

appear that iumediste

c testing situation. R

there is some indicatio

-Oite_itAms,_such_conci
ant. Since, however, d
dedback_moy increase pe

s not depress _(and may
Choice ;true-false, _

person, rather thanan
doubt upon generaIiz

red diagnostic-teating

itemr,by-
ven
iple-
that, for

forMance
agnostic
ions may

ceiving

ese

dies have_exasliid various antra-perso 1 factors as
knowledge of resul s feedback and perfo nce. One
_factor that has .b en associated With est performs
Feldman and Sulliv n (1971)"and Rosen eig (1974)

have reported that Students With lower feat anxiety perfo d better
than students with igh test anxietyt Cohen (1972) faun' a' relationship

between increases i college students' est anxiety and ecreases in
their verbalinumeri aI aptitude test pe =Dance.

Several studi = have i estigated th effect of fe dback on anxiety.
Cohen's study, h found t at feedback ndicating per ormance

d screpant with st eats' expected perfo ce-dtim t-ulat d teSanxiety.
V ldman and Sulliva (1971) reported that lementary s ool children's
test anxiety was Tank fected by positive ve al reinforfement of the

'Bernstein (1956) fo d_the Mere presence Of the test influenced
scores on the Themai c Aperception Test.
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first correct re-ponse on an intelligence test.;: Finally; McMahon
(1973); in a study of the effects of feedback on test anxiety, found
that receiving detailed knowledge of test results increased college
students' test anxiety.

It would appear_from these studies that knowledge of response
feedback on test performance probably leads to increased anxiety Whidh,
in_turn; impedes subsequent performance. However,_only Cohen-inclu ded
all three factors--anxiety, knowledge of response feedback -and per-__
fottance--in_a_single study, and that study only, suggests that feedback
distrepahr_with students' expected performance leads_to increased
anxiety and decreased subsequent performance. Although Cohen's study
involved feedback in 'the form of, scores rather than evaluative comments
like "excellent" or "poor," this feedback was from a previots test; not
item -by -item' feedback on the same test, lberefore, therelationship'
between immediate item-by-item knowledge -of-resuits feedback, anxiety
and test performance remains unclear.

In an earlier- discussion it was noted that research proced
involving sham feedback on,preVious'test performance,inevi a:ly_led to
discrepancies between students' expected-let agEkand that which was
reptitted. Since such discrepancieurred within groups receiving
sham positive_feedbatk-es well as negative feedback and since such
discrepancies seem to.lead to poorer subsequent perfoitance, this may
explain the lack of consistent findings in studies of -.feedback con-
taining evaluative comments.

Further examination of the_Cohen_study suggests a possible second
intra-personal factor--expectation. Although this may only be another
way -of looking_at_the effects of anxiety, it appears to have notential.
Bridget-an (1974) indicated that self - expectancy deserves more attention
from researchers, and Kuihavey (1976), in the context of instruction,
stated that how students'. expectations influence their use of feedback
is a prime area for future research.

No other studies involving intra-personal_factors were identified
which are relevant to the_diagnostic testing situation. However,
several studies-have examined intra-personal factors as .they interact
with feedback and performance_on non-acadetic tasks. Theseare pre-
seated to identify factors which may hold promise for future research;

One such intra-personal factor which has been examlnedbin relation
to knowledge of resulti feedback and non-academic test performance is
self-concept. Using sham feedback on a test reflecting "sensitivity to
other people," Shrauger and Rosenberg (1970)studied the effects of_
feedback on college students' subsequent performance on a digit-otibol
task; Task performance following poor-sensitiVityrto-others_feedbaCk
was generally worse than performance folloWing high=senitivity-to-_
others feedback; however, this was -found to be mainly attributable to
the consistency-of this feedback_withstudents level of self-esteem;
Specifically, Shrauger and Rosenberg found that high self-esteem students

71



receiving positive (high-sensitivity) feedback improved their perfor-
mance, while the reverse was_true for low self.-esteem students receiving,

negative (poor - sensitivity) feedback. _The_performance of high self-
esteem_students_reeiving negative feedback and low self-esteem students
receiving positive feedback was unchanged. In a similar study, Stern.
(1972) examined the. effect of sham feedback on digit-symbol task per-

,

formance upon subsequent digit-symbol task performance. Once again task -

performance following.uegative feedback was generally worse than per-
formance following positive feedback. Unfortunately, Stern found the
reverse relationship between self-concept and feedback; positive feed-
back more greatly affected low selfconcept students, while negative
feedback more greatly affected high self - concept students.

__ As_ described-__Above-rthiinteraction between kn ledge of results
feedbacki---861f-concept_and performance was examined only two iden-
tified studies and their results conflicted. Theref-re, it remains
unclear_as to_whetherlself-concept is helpful in explaining any re-
lationship between feedback and academic or non-academic testperfor-
mance.

The results of several studies have suggested. other intra-personal
factors which may be helpful in explaining_any interaction between
knowledge v;!-sponse feedback and non =academic performance. Research
in th. azza of "locus of _control" has indicated that when receiving
negative feedback from adults, girls tend to attribute failure co a lack
Of_ability IDVeck & Bush, 1976; Dweck & Reppucci, 1973; Nicholls, 1975)
and to Ituridfa decline in subsequent performance (Dweck & Bush, 1976;
Dweck & Gillard, 1975; Maccoby, 1966; Nicholls, 1975; Veroff, 1969);
boys; on the contrary; were shown to attribute failure to controllable
factors like Iack:of-effort and to display_ improved subsequent per- _

formance. In the area of introversionlextroversioni_Fremont, Means and
Means (1970) found introverts given negative feedback displayed sig7
nificantly more_anxiety than extroverts, whiCh presumably would lead to
a decline in evlbsequent task performance.

'Based upon these studies, one might conclude that knowledge of
response feedback his a differential effect on student task performance,
depending upon students' locus, of control r introveisioni extroversion. .

The locus of control research might even lead one to conclude that the
effect of feedback varies with the students'sex.,None of these studies
included academic tasks or immediate item p-b -item feedback. Therefore,
while such factors -hold protise for future research,_suchconclusions
may not be generalizable to the diagnostic testing situation.

Future-Research

The existing research on knowledge of response feedback as it
relates to the testing situation, as presented in this pappr, has led
to three conclusions:
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(b)' immediate item -by -item knowledge df response feedback
does not depress (and may improve) student performance .
on forced-choice academic_ tests; and

(c) knowledge of response__ feedback on_preVious_test_performance
whickis discrepant iith students' expected performance----
probably leads to increased anxiety and decreased subsequent
performance.

Conclusions withrespeet_to diagnostic testing were lacking
because of the general lack of,correspondence between the research
Conditions and the diagnostic testing situation. Aside from performance
on non-academic tasks; factors leading to this lack of correspondence.
included knowledge of response feedback which included evaluat'.7e
comments like "excellent" or "poor;" forced-dhoite.academic test_
formats like true-false or multiple-choice; and feedback provided
by a device rather than a person.

In light of the "previous tedeardh_(Or, lack Of it), there are three
areas of needed research. Stated in the form of questions; these are:

(1) 1-4--n-zhe-diay.osttotagrufta attuationi does immediate item
by-itanLamowledge-of response feedback affect _performance
on a diagnostic test? :

Previous research has suggested that sudd feedback has little effect
upon performance on forced-choice adadeMid_terita. To_answer tliis
question; further research_needs to be:CeihdUCted in which teat items
are free-response and_feedback is provided by the.tester, rather
than by aimechanical device.

(2) ld-the-diagnostic-testing_ situation, which intra-personal

tasic)i-fitaintherelationshibetween'
imammit..te_itew-bpv-item knowledge of response feedback
and diagnostic test performance?

Although rather inconclusive previous research has suggested that
the relation:Ship between feedbadk and subsequent performance may_,
not be a simple one;_but is influenced by personal_ factors. Anxiety
appears_to be a highly probable faotor to -help explain this relation-
ship. Othet potential factors suggested in the literature include
Student Opedtatiohs, self-concept; locus of control and introversion/
extroversion.

(3) Inthe_diamostic testing situation; does students' intrinsic;
subjective knowledge of response_feedback affect their
performance on a diagnostic test?

It was proposed earlier in -this paper -and supported by some'research
thati_in the absence of tester feedbatk; students substitute their
own ididdyndratio systems of feedback; However; with the possl..ae

6

dirdeptioh-ofRo.Ji (1927); no research was identified which dealt
with subjective feedback as it relates-to performance on academic_
or diagnostic tests; Because of the:total void of research in thid



area a_series_of_sub-questions. needs to be answered: When the tester
. withholds feedback during a_diagnostic_testi do students provide

themselves with. knowledge_ of reppowu feedback? Now accurate is
this feedback? Does it affect d'Iiignostic test performance? Does
this feedback interact with tester-provided feedback to affect_

-- performance on a diagnostic test? The small- amount of research on
the discrepancy between feedback and expected performance relates
to this last sub - question; suggesting the likely possibility of such
an interaction.

A Study

Based upon a:review of the_literature on feedback as it relates
to diagnostic - testing, three major questions or areas of research
were posed; To help provide answers to,these questions; a research
study was recently conducted by the author.

The purposes of the study were (1) to determine if item-by-item
knowledge of response feedback (induced self; 'tester-provided, both)
affected. students' performance on a diagnostic mathematics testi
(2) to- explore the accuracy of students' intrinsic feedback as reflected
in their_self7rdported knowledge of resOonseJeedback on a diagnostic
mathematics test, and (3) to examine the relationship between
students' performance expectations and performance on a diagnostid
mathematics test; Organized.by their appropriate general'qusstions,
the null hypotheses of the study are formulated below:

(1) Does item-by-item knowledge of response feedback affedt-performance-
on_a diagnostic mathematics test?
(a) No significant differences in diagnosticmathematics test,

scores_will be observed between students receiving no
knowledge. of response feedbadk and students receiving
item-by-item linduced self, tester-provided, induced
self followed by tester-provided) knowledge of response
feedback.

(2) In the iagnostic test situationi do student expectations influence
the ef ect item-by-item knowledge of response feedback has upon
diagnostic test performance? _

(a) ..Differences in the_diagnostic_mathematics test performance
of students ekpecting high. and low test performance will
not differ significantly between students receiving.item-
by-item,knowledge of response feedback.

(3) How accurate is students'
mathematics test?
(a) Students' actual scores on a diagnostic mathematics test

Will not differ significantly frdmatudents' scores as
indicated by their item-by-item induced self feedback;
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Subjects-

The sample consisted of 98 fourth-grade and 94 sixth-grade
students from the Washingtoh Elementary School bistrict, Phoenix,
Arizona, These' students represented four classrooms at each grade
level randomly selected from district classrooms. None of the
classrooms theoretically represented a homogeneous ability group
in math, reading or any other area.

Materiels

Two specially-constructed-diagnostic mathematics tests were used
in this study, one fOr each grade level; These tests were designed
to survey the major mathematics content for the grade level in which
it was used. Both tests were divided into two twenty-item parts,
with corresponding items in each part testing the same mathematics
concept or skill. Test items in each part were arranged in ascending
fashion, with earlier items testing concepts or skills which (a) appeared
logically prerequisite to those tested in_later items, or CO are
normally taught prior to those tested in later items. Within each
twenty -item part, care was talcea so that feedback on any one item would
not cue the answer to a subsequent item. All test items were free
response, and each item was printed on a separw-s five-by-eight inch
page; Thus; at each grade level; the diagnostid mathematics test
consisted of two parallel sub-tests, each surveying the same major
mathematics concepts and skills for that grade level and each arranged
in ascending order.

The two Part test was used because* whatever_; effect feedback tight
have in the firstpart_of the test. it was felt that_this effect would
be even more apparent in the second part. For example, if feedback
produces performance-debilitating anxiety; then not only should test
performance on the'first pert be depressed (compared to a non-feedback
group); but test performance on the second part should be even- further
depressed (compared to a ncft-feedback group). -

Procedure

.Students from each classroom is the sample were_randomly selected
in groups_of five, and each of these groups were in turn randomly
assigned to one of four feedback treatment groups--one to receive
no feedback, ens to receive knowledge of performance feedbadk from
the tester; One to indicate after completing. each item whether they
expected their response to be correct or incorrect (induced self
feedback), and one to receive induced self feedback followed by tester
feedbick. An attempt was made to assignstudents so that all four
classrooms dt each level were equally represented in each
treatment group. _A 1 students were tested by the same tester in a
room other than the usual classroom.

C.
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As the testing began, the students were told that they were going
to take a.two-part test which would help identify any areas of mathe-
matics in which they might need some help. Since no data had been
previously collected on the equivalence of the two test parts, half
of the'students in each treatment group were given one part first
and the other half the second part first. After writing their name
and teacher on the front cover,'the students were instructed to
briefly look through the 20 items and write the number of items
they expected to answer correctly;

When this was done, students received different instructions,
depending upon to which of the four feedback groups they had been
randomly assigned. In the first group (the non-feedbacksroup),
students were told to answer each item and then mark an "X" in the
box to the right of the problem to show it had been finished. Students
in the second group (the induced self feedback group), were instructed
to answer each item and then mark one of the fzsllowing words:
"RIGHT," "right;" "wrong" or "WRONG" They were to mark one of the
capitalized words if they felt certain their response was right or
wrong, and mark one of the words in lower-case if they felt their
response was probably right or wrong. After responding to'eadh
test item, students in the third group (the tester-provided feedback
group) were told to mark an "X" in the box to the right of the problem
to show it had been finished. The tester than pointed.to the word
"RIGHT" or "WRONG" next to the problem, indicating the correctness
of the students' responses.' Finally, in the fourth group (the
induced self and tester=provided feedback group); students were told
to answer each item and mark one of the words "RIGHTi"eright,"
"wrong" or "WRONG" to show how certain they were of their response
correctness. The tester then pointed to the word "RIGHT".or "WRONG"
to indicate whether or not the students' response was correct. The
students in all feedback groups were not allowed to proceed from one
item -to the next until all five members of the testing group had
completed the item.

When the students had completed the first part of the test;
they were given a one or two minute break and then proceeded on to
the second part As with the first part; they were instructed to
briefly look through the items and write the number of items they
expected to answer correctly. The students then completed the test,
following the same instructions as in the first part.

Thus, in randomly selected groups of five, foUrth and sixth-
grade students were administered a two-part, ascending diagnostic
mathematics test. Before beginning each part of the test; students
indicated the number of items they expected to answer correctly.
As they completed each test item, students either received no
feedbacki self feedback, tester-providedleedback, or both self and
tester-provided feedback. Over a four week'period, two weeki for
each grade leve34 each test administration took approximately 40
minutes.



Feedback in Diagnostic Testing

Table 1

Descriptive Statistics for Diagnostic Mathematics Test Performance

Feedback Group Grade n Part A Part B

Expected- Attual acted- Actual

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

No Feedback

Induced Self

Feedback

29 17.34 2.52

22 16.41 2.32

25 11.00 3;00

26 15.42 3.32

Tester Feedback 4 24 17.17 3.28

Induced Self-

Tester Feedback

6 23 16.04 3.76

,4 20 17.40 4;22

6 = 23 16.13 3.22

13.76 3.53 16,93 2.31

11;90 4.93 15;54 3.79

13;48 2;94 17;12 3;00

.10.62 3.97 '15.54 3.56

12.54 3.96 15.58 1.05

10.70 4.10 13.48 )3.91

13.00 3.92 15.60 3.12

10.30 3.88 12.39 3.82

14;14

11.68

1432

10.73

13.62

10.96

13;90

10.48

3.47

4.60

2;82

3,92

3.47

4.00

4.39

'1' 1.Z
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Feedback in Diagnostic Testing

Table 2

Two-Way Analysis of Variance of Diagnostic Test Performance

Grade Test
Part

- Source of Variation SS df MS

4 A Main Effects 123.14 4 30.79 2.58*
Feedback Group 35.52 3 11.84 .99
High/Low Expectancy 101.05 1 101.05_ 8.46**

2-Way Interactions
Group x Expectancy 33.41 3 11.14 .53

Explained 156.53 7 22.36 1.87
Residual 1075.05 90 11;94
Total 1231.60 97 12.70

Main Effects 65.52 4 16.38 1.59
Feedback Group 13.22 . 3 4.41 .43

High/Low Expectancy 58.85 1 58.85 5.72*
2=Way Interactions
Group x.Expectancy 27.71 3 9.24 .90

Explained 93.23 7 13.32 1.30
Residual 925.76 .90 10.29
Total 1018.99 97 10.50

Main Effects 136.15 4 34.04 2.23
Feedback Group 40.66 3 13.55 .89

Sigh /Low Expectancy 102.66 1 102.66 6.74*
2Way Interactions

Group x Expectancy 172.70 3 57.57 3.78*
Explained 308.86 7 44.12 2.90**
Residual 1310.35 86 15.24
Total 1o19.20 93 17.41

Main Effects 168.95 4 42.24 2.66*
Feedbs-k Group 43.93 3 14.64. .92

High/Low Expectancy 132.98 1 132.98 8.36**
2Way Interactions
Group x Expectancy 105.42 3 35.14 2.21

Explained 274.37 7 39.20 2.46
Residual 1368.18 86 15.91
Total 1642.55 93 17.66

et

ep. <.05

**2.<.01

78



Feedback in Diagnostic Tearing

Table 3

Comparison ofltudents' Actual Diagnostic Test Performance and

Performance Reflected initudents' Induced Self Feedback

Feedback Group Grade Score Part A Part B

lean SD t Mean SD df. t

Induced Self Self 17,56 1.94, 17.52 '1,74

Feedback 4 25 Actual 13.48 2.95 24 -7.45** 14.32 2.82 -24- -5,720-

Se12 16.00 2.74 16.12 3.20
%

t4

26 Actual 10.62 3.97 25 ;6.910 10.73 3.92 25 ;4.440 as

Induced Self Self 16.70 2.66 16.55 2.48

Tester Feedback 4 20 Actual 13.00 3.92 19 - -65** 13.90 3.29 19 -4;36**

Self 14;78 4;17 0- 1339 4.-.81

23 Actual 10.30 3.88 22 -6,800 10.48 4.39 22 -3.69**

**A < 01

0.M.0..,



Red-tilts:

\

Measures of equivalent -forms test reliability were obtained_
-Tfor the two-forms-eg the fourth-grade diagnostic mathematics test

\
and the sixth-grade test; ,To-avoidthepossible effects of feedback
!on the reiiabiiitiesi only scores from stOdents receiving no
edback were used; half the students at each grade level had received

o e ferm first, and half the other form first:. e coefficients of
e UiValence for the fourth and sixth-grade testa were respectively

Students' expected and actual performance on the diagnostic
mat ematids tests are displayed in Table 1.A A_ facmrial design.
was used to ascertain the'effeets.ef item -by -item knowledge of
reap. use feedback for each part of the diagnostic mathematics tests;
At b th grade levels multiviriable analysis sf variance indidated no
signi icant differences in7performance between Students receiving d6
feedb ek on,the diagnostic mathematics test and studentt receiving
knowle'ge 6i response' feedback (Fin1,45i df,2183 epd F*1:54ilfmn2/89
forfo rth and sikth-grades respectively). tecause.of the overall
lack of significance, univariate F's were noticomputed.

-__A wo-way_analysis of variance procedure04as used to ascertain
whether -tudenes,performanceexpectations.influended the effect
of knowl-dge of response`; feedback irudent'S diagnostic mathematied
test per ormanee. 'Students were:separated into high-and.low
perfo expectancy groups according to themean expected performance
on the fi st part (Part4) of the diagnostic mathematics tests at
.Mach grad level (17;22 and 15.98 for graded four and aix respectively);

actua test performance of students,expeCting high and /
performanc. was then compared tor the four feedback groups. The
restilts of\the analyses of:variance are prevented Table 2. The
only-Signifidait interaction was in Part:A for)sikth-grade students.
Since one would expect this significance to IbeliMintained for Part B,
it may haye'been a chance occurrence.°

Tice accuracy -of students' scores as indicitedly their item-by-iter
induct:a self was checked.by comparing these scores,to students'
actual performance.' A summary of these sclresiand analyses' shown
in Tablej. For_both_grade_levelS and for both feeedback. groups !

involving induced self'feedbacki.atudents donsiStenily and/dignificantly.
self-reported greater, performance thatthat,actuallY demonstrated. , d

1
,1_ A

It is'interesting_to_notethat the difference remained significant
li. in the eeeend part of the-diagnostic testid_even thoUgh;t4e_group0
A of students generally received -some disconfirmation ef thaii self-
! feedback from the tester. 1

0-1
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Discussion

The present study ex6lored questions relative te'item-by-item
knowledge of response feedback,as it-relates to diagnostic testing
in mathematics. The results would seem to lend}rUpport to the
argument raised in the introduction that item-by-item knowledge of
response feedback does potaffect performance on a diagnostic
mathematics test. This conclusion, hoOever, must be qualified.

It was argued that in the absence of tester feedback, students
substitute their own subjective feedback. If; this is true; then,
stUdents designated as receiving no feedback in this study were
actually receiving subjective feedback. Thus, this conclusion
must be qualified to indicate that item-by-item feedback affects
students' diagnostic test performance no differently than students'
subjective feedback. .

L! _

, The_results of this study seem to further suggest_that students'
'performance expectations dt.-4 not influence the effect of knowledge
of response feedback on diagnostic test performance; A hignificant.
interaction between studente expectancy and feedback was found for \

sixth-grade students on Part k'of the diagnostic test; but this
appears to be likely the result of chance._ Performance expectancy,
theriftwei does.net appear to be ani.intra- ersonal factor_i4hiCh interacts
with knowledge of r esponse:feedback inaf ecting studentS' diagnostic
mathematics test performance. \ 1

In the present study students'' scor on the diagtostic mathe-
1-meats tests; as reflected,in-Ithair self reported item -by -item knowledg

of response feedback; differeksignific tly from their actual score
Students consistently self-rePorted per ormaw a 'Adh was greater
their actual peiforMance. This sUg es thei 6..4dents' induced Self'
feedb ck on_a diagnOstic_mathema cs test is relatively inaccurate.'
If stn dentsetIiii7knii;leage'ofresponse-feedback is'reflectedj J
in the r self7reported feedback, as induced in this study, then_
studen s' subjective feedbackis inaccurate:- The fact that students.
tended to rate themselves as doing better thu they actually were -..--:/

supports Cronbach's .(1960) observation that ch dreh are often enormously.
pleasea with Very inferior reagonses;

l

The prior review of the literature on knowledge of'response fee4ack.
revealed no conclusions -with- respect to the diagnostic testing situation.
One purpose for conaucting thapresentutudy was to begin empirically
investiiating_and answering.questions concerningth'e_ use of suet* /

feedbac1 indiagnostit mathematica_testing. While the results appeer

than i

to suggest that providing-itemrbyritem knowledge of.response feedbatk
on diagnostic mathematics tests affects students' performance-pp-more
than withholding: such feedbatki intra- personal f-ttord other

/

1
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performance ekpectancy may exist .(e.g anxiety or self-concept) Whith
indicate differential effects 9f feedback oa-diagnostic tectiperformanCe.
.Questions concerning students' intrinsic, subjective knowledge of
respe , feedback in the diagnostic testingisituation'remain.Iargely
Unanswered; this study has -only- suggested that such feedback may be
relatively inaccurate.

/ .

In this:paper the issue of providing knowledge of response
feedback in diagnostic mathematics testing! as been raised. Although
an initial attempt was-made to investigate' several questions relevant'
to ktiowledge of response feedback in:diegiostic testing, a number
of questions remain,_and further_researchlneeds 'to be conducted
before the issue will be resolved.;'
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Reaction Paper
to

Feedback in Diagnostic Testing

Lloyd Hutchins'
Francis Marion College

I would like to begin with a few general reactions and then Heal
with a particular interpretation of the results whichi:in my oiinioni
are important in the planning of the next level of research this
area.

c.

Drs. Ramberg_and Uprichardt in their paperiLdiscussed classes of
research such as_discovery-oriented research and research for confirma-
tion. At the end of the convrItuum we have to have considerable it.2eren-
tial rigor_because our purposes are different for discovery. While it
is generally an influential mold, i!smuch more important to consider
every possibility-and make -accommodations to logistical needs that
otherwise could not-be done. We should not be deterred from pursuirl
our interests simply because we can't always please the people who
spend slot of time shocking rats. In a discovery study, an explortrory
investigation, there are some informalities in the:analysis but they
are perfect y legitimate in this context.

Another_poinn I would_like to make has to do it the part!.tioning
of students into what could be considered to beemotional categories
for further research, e.g., high-anxiety people, secure people, etc.
I-think that: this is extremely useful and th-t it will allc. us to move
more quickly in the next stage;

I would like to address an aspect of research in the second stage
that_I feel is probably of particular_importance. Because_it's important
in the second stage does_not mean it is not tmportant_in the stage
represented by Dr. Engelhardt's study. That is, I thtnk that his study
hid to be done in this way before we could do whpt I'm going to suggest.
It's'very definitely not a criticism of his procedure, which.I think is
correct. With this in mind, I would like to rr.ee the following for
consideration.

At the next level of research I think we must parLAtion our
measurements. We -must measure the effects of positive 'rd negative
feedback separately._ If wemeasure_feedback as a qeste.t,_a complete
entity, we will not be_testinz whether any_ effect a:'r.iste i but whet. ?r
the effects caTle,el each other. Assume we have a situation sn whi: A

child given approximately 50% correct and 50% incorrect responses.
That is, a chad receives a_ positive reir!.orcement in one cas. and a
negative reli-°.ireement in the other. JLC'S probably reasonable '.o assume
that the effects 'sill cancel: If 're look, for exampli; at the table of
means and Standard' dcviations, xre have approximately 50% correct
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response in every_ instance. Consequently, in the next step_we might

want to measure the positive and negative reinforcement differently.

That is, 1.tep track of the amount of positive treatment and the amount

Of negatIve treatment applied.

Another adjustment I feel is important is the control c' the rein

forcemeat variable. Rather than taking -the average of peel ive and
negative effects in soya degree we should compare intervals where we

know exactly what the degree -of treatment was; This, of course, would

require a pre=teSting and_a fairly elaborate sorting of response on

some_equiVeldiit pre -teat form; But, I think if we intend to make use
of the procedUre in clinical situations we really need to know the

respdhse to a fixed treatment, not the mean effect of some group of

people.

Regarding the conclusion, say we did a edcond_etudy in which the

child was being told he/she was wrong about half the time. In addition;

let's say there was no difference between the feedback by the tester

and the child's own induced feedback. We cannot assume from this that

this relationship will hold over the entire range. This maybe, and
very likely is, a catastrophic phenomenon; When you reach a certain

level of stimulus, things happen very quicklY. I think that a child

who was told he/she was wrong 85% of the time by an authority figure

might very well experience some considerable effect different frog

the child's own induced by anxieties over suspicion,he/she was wrong__

much of'the time. Similarly, I think there would be comparable difference

in positive reinforcement.

Nowi_by catastrophic phenomena again; pe mean the effects are not

linear. We actually need to have fixed treatments over intervals_of

response of 10% or so, but this would be difficult to do. I_think

that in the mid -range there isn't going to be a very large difference

but whet we move away from the mid -rage where, for example, a

child is receivLng a high percentage of positive reinforcement (or

negative reinforcement), there will-be some important effct ou per-

formance. The point 4a, we have to haVe fixed_ effects; not average

effectsi and we have to compare tester feedback with self-induced
feedback at different Intervals before we really have something that

will allow us to make clinical decisioni-..

If the -point of providing feedback-is to improve our measurement

of the cognitive construct - to reduce its being confounded by anxiety

or something of that sort, then it is extremely important to usP fixed

effocc and, to measure in intervals.



Counting Performance and Achievement
Sete Preliminary Observations

Leroy G. Callahan
SUNY/Buffalo

Obviously; the first skill of any consequence that.children
must master is the ability to count. ...No system can effort'
to fail in developing this skill at a rather early point in
the child's learning experience. (Buchanan; p. 33)

The most basic of all skills is that of competence in the use
of number systems for counting* comparing; ordering and
measuring (Hilton, p. 88)

Basic Skins include)
A firm understanding of the basic meaning and uses of numbers
for counting; comparing and ordering; (Rubenstein, p. 177)

Renewed concerns with 6asic skills in mathematics have focused soma
attention on the counting processi_as suggested by the quotes above
taken from Ceriference on Basic Mathem:cical Skills and Learning, VOL 1
(15)75, Aasociated with thette ddddei:,L4 is the interest in earl: identi-
fication.ofchildret who may have difficulty in learning basic mathema-
tical skills. The -Project for the Mathematical Development of Children
(PMDC) group has been .11Volved with examining and describing some aspects
of the enumeration process in young .dnildy,m; The psychological processes;
especially tl.:1 cole of perception; inve7.-ved enume:.'etion have been
of_iptarest to psychologists for over aeutflry (exam?Lc: Jevons,
1871).

This paper_explems some of -the cognitive processes that appear to
be involvedvith counting, and also_reports on observations of first
gradors involved with performing rote and rational COunting.taSk.S._ I,
and some of my students; have been involved with interviewing small_
numbers of first graders for-the past,four years; This year as part of
a more comprehensive project we were able to carry out about one thou-
sand interviews of first graders. The data are presently being pro-
cessed. Observations reported in this paper are based"on a smalls:
number of Interviews carried out $n previous years._ Finally; some
speculations will be Made on the- diagnostic value of these tacks in
predicting learning strengths and weaknesses of students within a broader
context.

The subset of tasks on the interview concerned counting involved
two aspects; rote counting and rational counting. The former involved
the examiner (E) asking the clialdi"How far can you count?" and
"Can you how me?" The child: -qas also asked to couat on from a 203_it in
the systezt other than one; am to count backward from different points
in th° system. The rational counting tasks included counting 3, 7; 11
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and 16 counting bloCks from a pile; choosing a dot card with N dots when
presented with a trio of dot cards (N, N-1; N+1); a sorting task with
dot cards with different arrangements of 5; 7 and 10 dots_which were.to
be sorted onto criterion cards with displays of_5; 7_and 10 dots; and
task requiring ordering of dot cards and numeral cards.

Rote counting can be_described_as a verbal chain (Gagne; 1970). A
series of words are linkdd.in_an arbitrary,sequence. Through modeling
and /or repetitive practice children may become' proficient in performing
this verbal chain. In the interview observations could be made Gil the.
length of the verbal chain; points in the chain that appear to he more
dilfieult, and other factors that may affect performance.

One general observation was that first graders differ in their
counting performance on-entering first_grade. Danmark (1975) reported
that when (E) terminated the chain at "thirty-five" over 50% of approxi-
mately 200 first graders reached that point: about reached "twenty-:
nine"; about 12% reached "nineteen"; about 9% reached "ten"; and about
10% could not get to "ten" in the chain. In our procedure (E) did not
terminate the count until one hundred.

Of about 40 observations made from this batch of students; one
could only count to IO or less; two stopped between 11 and 201 eight_
between 21 and 30; eight between 31 and_40;_one between 41 arid_50; three
Jsetwell 51 and 60; and all the rest (18) made it to one hundred.

Although the sample of_performance being_reported on was sill and
non-random; it was_ interesting tt note that if a student made it to
"sixty" in the chain they then_could make it to one hundred; Another
o bservation was that most of the terminal points in the chain were at
the peint of movement into a new decade; i.e., 29, 39, 49. Further

sow., t served that even for those able to make the count to one
izvr4 z_ are was hesitancy and pauses at some of_these points._ tiding

analogy from the physical sciences; it appeared that a relatively
amsunt of of cognitive energy are required to continue the

flow of the verbal chain within a lecade, butadditiOnal_ergs are
required to cross the threshold_to_thenext decade; In speculating on
why students wao make it_thrbUgh_the fiftlos could make it all the way
to one hundred, one possible explanation might be the linguistic simi-

larity between the decade saris sixty; seventy; eighty; suety sni ra.c
familiar six; seven., eight and nine." With the exception of forty, _'there
is a degree of dissimilarity between twenty; thirty; forty ;where

students were terminating the chain) and the familiar two, threat, four
and five.'

A few furtcr abserviltions on_rote counting. There often was
discrepency bi:i.tweeo %-aw far the ctildrencay they can co'--f: std hui: far

they can,_ fact,_caant. Typically;_the point that 4t.4.7 day they can
Count to is less than where they can count in their performance.
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Another rather_common observation -was the pride so many yOungsters took
in "showing off " their counting ability. Counting to one hundred -may
not be a particularly -fun- thing for older Children; but manyof these
Children seemed to enjoy being the soloist in a counting performance.

Although it was an unsystematic inquiry; many of those able to
count to one hundred were asked; "Where did you learn to count so well?"
The most common responses were.associated with older sisters or b-zothers;
parents (usually the mother) or in a few cases grandmothers. Very few
indicated the school. 'Ogletree (1970) aIluded,to this influence whin he
stated; "...the intellectual part of rote counting lies in the fact that
number words are strictly ordered; and_whenever the_child muddles -up the
sequence, or skips a word, his older playmates or adulta_correct hift."
Ausubel (196) commented, a twther of -years ago, on the importance of
furnishing acceptable models of speech and supplying corrective Feedback
in relation to early learning, especially for the disadvantaged Child;

Studenv, were asked to count-on from 6. Our observations were very
similar to those reported by Denmark (1975). Tbe ,ajority of students
could perform the task. Some had to have the direction clarified by
cueing. Relatively few were unable to perform after the directions were
clear.

Students were asked to count backward from 10; c numiszr less than
ten(6);. and a numbcar treater than ten (;.2 or 13); Of about 40 obser-
vations made, about 14 were unable to count from 6; 10; or 12; two were
able to count from six but not 1D or 12- - .re able to count from 6
and 4 but nct 12; and eighteen were
Denmark reported that about 80% co! th
ward froth six once the directions wen

At'from 6; 10 and 12.
ders fould count back-

to them (some_ncided
cue.ng). We also would cue the stclen. ...like 'ten;'.'hinei'
eight.'"); yet this group of first-gradars reflected somewhat more_

dlificulty than the Florida and Georgia children. Counting backward
from twelve was very difficult.

Observations of the backward counting task inc:luded the evident
la:k of experience by many children in any backward counting. Even
after cueing by (E) there were many'blank expresdions. Some students
who indicated that they had never counted backwards mnderstcod the
nature Of the task through the cueing_and_would attempt the_ taek. Some
would succeed--usually _much more slowly than with forward Oirins. For
some_th count backWard would 'wan but_at some point a nuMher word
wouid trigger a_switch_to_a forward chain, i.e., "ten, nine, eight,
seven, eight, nine..;." For some the baCkwar: counting chain was quite.
acomplex co^tiltive'proconc The chain would begin:"ten; nine; eiGht;
(long pause)-seven, sir; (long pause) five; (long paube) fouri" etc.
The long pause ually involved starting at "ore" and counting up to the
point where the block in the backward sequencs occurred; (this could be
vocal or erltvocal counting) then continuinq the backward chain. For
some few these "pause processes" occurred for every nuMher name in the
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backward nountlup. As suggestedi this was quite a complex_
cognitive fe For students T ;:aficient in the task the backWard Chain__
of Lem-et: serTe4 7;.) be no 30122 Osm4nding than the forwar4 chain. Generally,
our obsex.ation hts bean IWO: dign14'.1cant_nucbers_of entering first-
grade children I,ve 1:mited, or nr, expellence and proficiency in
counting backWard_

Proceeding to ritional counting tasks, the first involved p7scing a
pile of blocks iefcre the child and asking him to show four, eight, tan,
and thirteen. The stmumeration process involved in such a task/has been
examined by various investigators. Beckwith and Restle (1966) describe
the act of simple enumeration to inciude (1) the sequenced chant of
number names, (2) an associated indicator response (such as pointing)
which is synchronized with each number name, (3) a discrimination
between the set already counted and the set as yet uncounted, and (4)
the termination of the process must be recognized--usually by the
emptiness of the uncounted set.-.In regard to this last point, enu-
meratil.g_a subset of five for example) from a larger set appears to be
more, difficult th the exhaustive enumeration of a set of five. Wang,
Resnick, and Booze. (1971) hypothesized that the addition of a "memory
component" is very .licely the factor that in-ceased the difficulty of
such a task. Their data suggested that chil4ren continued to count out
objects beyond the number specified in the instruction. The tasks in
the present interview involved the more difficult enumeration of a
specified subset from'a larger set.

AS might be expected, it was obilerved that demonstrating the two
larger numbers, ten and thirteen, was more difficult than demonstrating
four or eight. The "memory component" seemed to contribute to the
observed difficuItiesi especially with the larger numbers. The studo-.&
didn't necessarily go beyond the number requested (although some e!d),
but would often have to stop the enumeration process to ask (E) will._
number had been requested. With some this. might. occur more than ono.
during the processing of one of the larger numbers. Some students would
pull blocks from th41- pile, organize them (linear rows or arrays), and
then enumerateputting extras back or pulling more from the pile as
needed. Some would pull blocks from the pile with a finger in syn-
chronization with the oral count (voc..1 or subvocal)-with.considerable
physical separation between the counted subset and umounted set; others
hardly separated-the counted blocks from the uncounted set making only a
slight physical contact. In the former case it was relatively dimple to
run a check on the accuracy of the count if the students'wished (and many did
want to check their count), in the latter ,gase such checks were not
possible.

Another interesting observation that could be made involved the way
students related the sequencial casks. After demonstrating a set of
four the next instruction was to show eight blocks. Some would quickly
relate that request to the previous task and build-on from four. Others
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did but would go back to count the four first; as if to see if it
wasscill four; after the four more were in place some would then go
Zlack again and count the entire eight; There seemed to be some distrust
of the stability of the number property of the set so that; for_safety's
sake; they went back and checked quite often. Of_courseii with some;_

t-cis again may have involved a "memory component. ". The_ synchronization
of the number words with the motor indicator response of touching or
moving the blocks was another source of error in responses._ Again, this
generally showed up at the higher number levels. Some of the synchroni7
zationproblems were gross and were obvious even while enumerating small
numbers of_blocka; a few were very fine with the timing just slightly
off so that the cumulative dissonance between count and indicator
movement would not throw the count off until it reached eight or nine;

TheStnext two rational collating tasks involved the use of dot cards
in discriminating and recognizing number properties. In each case
circular blue stickers were fixed to white 3 x 5 cards to become the

ar3

stimulus

t

bjects. Because it appeared that tasks dealing With small
numbers dcts on cards posed different cognitive processing demands
than c s with larger numbers of dots, a short digresaion4to examine
that line of research is in order.

Psychologists have been intrigued for years with the question
dealing with span of apprehension. As early as 1871, Jevons (1871)
found that his estimations (of beans cast into a box) were invariably
correct when the number of beans was lees than 5; as the number of beans
increased the percentage of correct estimations decreased--and in
fairly regular fashion. .We wren (1899) concluded that, except under
special stress of attention, or with subjects especially apt in this
direction, the function of perception. counting (number displays that
appear to be appreh,nded as a wholes without enumeration) is limited to
the numbers one, t4,:t and sdt,cee. To apprehend numbers greater than 4,"
then, some other perceptual function must cams into play. Taves (1941)
concluded from his data that Iltere are two mechanisms for the" perception
of visual numerousness. One operates Ate= the number of dots in the
stimulus field .fis (numbers up to 6), the second mechanism operates
when the number of doLs is so steEt as to prohibit direct and rapid
recognition of numbs.__ (greate;. 6).,1,Faufman et. al. (1949) supported
the two different utechanism hypol;:heses and that the change occurred
about at 6 stimulus dots. Their data did not support Saltzman and
Garner (1948), and other earlier eiverimenters,,that suggested there was
an immediate cognition of number with presentations of 1 to 6 stimulub

dots. They found the time-between stimulation and report increased
regularly with dot presentations from . to 6, therefore bringing into
some question the nimm6ftate cognition' hypotheses. A considerable:
number of independent variables have Iteen examined as to their influenc'ss
on the apprehension question. Some of these variables include: density

of object e in the display, crganization of the obje:ts, meaning:ulness
of the objects, area of the field of apprehension, cf pre-
sentation, :rental set of responder, and many others.
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This short_digression_eXAMIned a few aspects of a stream of inquiry
regarding_apprehensionofthe number property_of a set. It seemed
appropriate in light of the nature of the rational counting tasks used
-in thelirst-grade-interviews; and in light:ofsome of the Children's
performance on the tasks; Examination of the tasks and observation vk
children's performance on the tasks now contoes..

The next rational counting'taskinv pvesentint a child with a
set of three dot cards; one with 2 dots, vtth 3 dots, and one with 4
dots. They were instructed_to_indicate t.be card with three dots. The
same_procedure was used -with six dots (with a 5=Adot_and 7=dot_card in
the display), rev. .lots (with a 9-dot and_11-dot_card in the display)i
and thirteen ; fith a 12-dot and 14-dot card in the display).

As you .pect more errors occurred in choosing the greater
number cards ..:.nip elesser number cards; Generally observations by
(E) suggested t;;;:ee broad categories of techniques used by children in
responding to -the tasks. There were the serious counters, the more
impulsive global choosers, and those that seemed to choose the means to
ft the task and combined the use of both methods. Generally these
observations confirmed the various categories of counting techniques
reported by Denmark (1975).

The serious counters counted every card, even those with two,
three, and four. dots. Even if the requested card were the first counted;
they would count the other two cards in the trio presented; As observed
by Denmark (1975), there were both visual counters (no pointing to
and/or touching each dot) and counting that incorporated overt motor
responses of the fingers pointing to and/or-touching each dot. _The
"memory componene_appeeed to enter into the task. Although the
enumeration of a given card was an eidtaustive one, and therefore -they
did not have to recall where to stop- counting, they would often have to
be reminded of the vumber they were looking for. Errors of the serious
counters generally occurredrred With the greater nuMbers and often
the component of counting examined by Potter and Levy (1968)i the
ability to point to (or look at) each item in the array, one at a time
until all had been -taken eractIy once. Errors would occur when cdot
was skipped '(omission) in the process, or would be- counted -more than_
unce (redundancy)._ AA with both Potter and Levy (1968) -and Denmark (1975)
there appeared to be studenti whosystematically_ordered the spacial
field in enumerating while others would use (what appeared as) a.
rather random enumeration of the field: Insufficient evidence was
available on which processing procedure (if either) was itice closely
associated with errors in enumeration; Some (E) commented, however, on
the rather incredible ability of certain "random enumerators" to be-
accurate in their councs and continuously avoid omissionand redundancy.

The More impOliive_choosers would generally react very quickly to a
direction -and choose a dorcard. There was little evidence of counting.
The observation was that this procedure would often work quite well for
t:ie 3-dot and 6-Aottasks but led to errors on the 10-dot and 13-dot

- .
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tasks. The digression a few paragraphs back to studies that e ned
apprehending ability may be apropos to_these observations. Recall the
hypotheses regarding two different mechanisms for judging nuMberi, one
for numbers of objects -of about six or less, and a differ at process for
numbers greater than six. It appeared that_Oo auc(.4wv fsome students
had in quickly identifying the.3-dot and 6-dot :t,.7:10 0"-ad thepositive__
reinforcement for that success from E) created.a mental set that compelled,
some to continue responding impulsively; They seemed naware that a
shift in processing procedure may be necessary as the numbers got
greater._ For the majority of studentaJ the task with 10 -dots and 13-dots
poses a "problem" since,it is gereraliy beyond their ability to give a
quick and accurate, habituated response. Luria (Callahan; 1975). has
suggested that an important phase of problem solving involves the
restraining of impulsive responses and the investigation of the con-
ditions of the problem.- This was quite ObViouslrabsent:from.the
impulsive chooser's reaction to the tasks wit larger mitilhers.

On the other hand, there were some students who. seemed to be aware
that they could react impulsively at the 3-dot and 6-dot IeveIsi but
needed to .s-gitch processing procedures with the 10-dot and 13-dot tasks;
Some few Somients actually verbalizedL-this to' (E). After choosing the
3-dot_and 6-dot cards quickly said, "Now I have to count.". They
seemed to be able to restrain. an impulsive response and be aware of the
different conditions of the task.

The next rational counting task involved sorting 3-dot, 6-dot, and
10-dot cards into appropriate piles. Three criterion cards (one with 3-
dots, one with 6- dots; -one with 10-dots) were attached to a folder. A
deck of 12 ca' (four with 3 dots, four with 6 dots; four with 10 dots)
was shuffled and the task demonstrated by (E). The child was then
hauied &a remaining cards to'pIace in :;,propriw_l piles. The arrange-
ment of the -dots on each -6 -dot card, for example, was different._ There
were no cards the deck that did not belong; it was an exhaustive
Classification of-the three numbers.

Generally this task was somewhat easier thbn the previous task.
Again there were the sericus dou77tars, the impulsive sorterl,-; and those
who would use both procedures depending on the number of dots involved.,0;
The "memory'bomponent" was :gain operational with some of the counters;
They would count the top and in theedeck (example, six); by tler: they
would have forgotten the timber of dots on the. three criterioll tords and
would have ledouhrthose beGre the choice could wade. In
some severe .asest.:n ping-ponglilgrif fat-getting the nuube_of_dots_ln
the_som card end the criterion c.:,rd-s 4appened cantitmoualy_drr:Wgthe
task. It woula appear that the impulaive sorters fared better on this
task. The discrimination was much grosser and the sorting of 3-6710 dOt
cr.rds was probably much lesa a "problem" task. The impulsive sorters
did have some problems when we faded with similar !forms' of arrarleac-qts
of dots on a card though the nganers-vere different For_ example; if
the two cards below would appear consecutively in the, deck to be sorted
it . often lead to error by_thie iMpulsive_sorters_
since ;7iA they would place'them in the same pile. Such
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similar forms seemed to have less effect on the counters. Some of the
stUdents would impulsively_sort the,3-dot cards and 6-dot cards and then
eount (at least one or two), of the 'ten-dot cards.-

The finaltaska involved ordering a set of seven dot cards (one
through seven dots inclusive) from least to greatest; and a set of seven
numer.a car& (one through seven inclusive) from least to.greatest. A
general observation was that when there was familiarity with the nUm-
.erals, that was an esier task than ordering- -the dot cards. In ordering
the dot cards all the behaviors discussed in the previous tasks mani7
fasted themselves. Some counted. Some did not. Somewould-impulsively
order throughabout five and then would have ,to count to determine whiCh'
of the:two remaining was the six-card and seven-card. -In /ordering the
numeral cards it was not unusual:to have the numerals backOard_or_upside
down in the sequence, but still have -them ordered correctly. Again, the
"memory component" would_often come into play'in_both tasks. While
examining the next card to be 3rdered, some would forget how far they
had:already ordered the cards and would go back to the beginning to
count up to where -they were in the sequence;

These then were the ta914 an the first grade interviews that
involved counting.

An opportunity arose io relate the:counting_performance of the .

approxiMately forty first-,-aders descri-bWin-the previous-paragraphs---
with theirpeformance on an arithmetic achievement test. Subsets':if:
tasks on the standard achievement test were examined. -On the "Concepts"
part of the test; two s::: -sets were examined tasks which did not require-
covnting (Example:_ "Mark under the roar that-is the widest") and tasks
which probably involved counting_( "Mark under the group that has the
most pieces of candy.") On the '..?roblemSolving" part of the test,
those items where addition was required, ("Paul has -three cents. HIS
mot:4er gives -him three more. How many cents does he have thee") were /

Clustered and those requiring subtraction ("-Barbara hact_six jacks. She
lost two of them. How many, does she have now ? ") were clustered.
Likewise,: on the "Computation" -section the addition,:(2 + 6 task
and subtractinn (4 - 3 = ) were considered separatelyi Thi2e aspects
of the counting tanks in the .interview were examined:, rote founting
forward; rote counting backwardi and rational-counting.

A given student's performance on two iaes_(one counting, the other
a test task)_was entered in a table. Illustration 1 indicates 'an entry,
S, for a student who rote- counted to 19'an&performed_at_a difficulty
level of 0.4d (number of items correct/total number of items)-." on the
"concept" 'tethsrequIring7no-counting.

ILLUSTRATION 1 --PAGE 90

A median -split was. then 'used to "collapse" the data in a:2 _x 2
table. Frequency of 'Students above the tedian (A) on one set of counting
tasks_ and above the median (A) on a set of test tasks ; above the median

-(A) en one sit of counting tasks and below the median (B) on a set of
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tasks; below -the median (B) on one set of counting tasks and above
the median (A) on a set of test tasks; and below the median (B) on one
set of counting tasks and below the median (B) on a set of teat tasks;
are shown collectively in Table 1.

TABLE_ .1_--PAGE 91

-=1-The frequencies within a median row or column -of the grouped data are_not
reflected in the 2-x 2- tables; therefore-the fluotuations in_the2to
number of students reflected in the tables. TheS, relate anereflec the
more extreme performances o't the testtasksand counting tasks. * rest

- deal of caution must be -:air; in drawing relationship conclusioasIrom
such an unsaphiar!csed xclrsis. It was done to-simply get a groSs
feeling for. sois Y- sibIi, clues and cues. for more penetrating analysis
of data gathers. ;he tutufe.,

Some observations (34 rote counting forward and test tasks:
- a positive Correlation could probably,be;expected between

rote czabfig'performaace and performance on achievement,
test tasks.

the deviant,: BA-AB;_zells suggest that there may generally
be more students below the.median on rote coUnting performance
but above the median on test tasks than vice versa.

- rote counti g ability may-be gener &Y y related to achievement
test item p rfornancerather than specifically and differen-
tially related to various subsets of items.

Some observations on backWard, counting and test
- a positive-Correlation could probably be'expected between
backward c-.)llating performance on achievement test-tasks;
This correlation might be greater in degree than the
correlation of 'forward counting and rational counting with
achievement test tasks.

- backward counting ability may be generally related to achieve-
ment test item:performance rather than specifically and
differentially related to vstIrr..1; subsets of items.

Some observations on -- rational
- a positive correlation

rational cvaiting performs.
test tasks.

. t

tity and test- tasks:
:;*_y be expectedibetween!
, rformance on achievement

- the deviant; BA-AB; cells suggest that the mayh,snerally

performance and below the median on achievement te:.c.
be more stu eats above the'median oarational con lag,

performancei:Itanvice versa.
4

: 11
k

-

,
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- rational counting_ability_may be generally related to
achievement test item performance rather thri specifically
and differentially related to various subsets of items.

It would appear that perforiance on the various counting tasl'a

contained within the first grade interview are positively correlated_
With performance on a standardized achievement test. Aithaugh the PMDC
Mathematics Test-Grade One contains many items other than thoae associated

with Counting performanca, they repot correlations of 0.79 between the

PMDC and the Key Math measurez" and .72betWeen PMLC and the Otis - Lennon

, (1975). The initial crude acck..481.8 c cried out here, would suggest a
rather high degree of correlation may exist bett in the ability to

perform the various counting tasks a performance .on a standardized

?

achievement to t. The relationship would appear to be general rather

than specifi o certain subsets of achic:iment test taAks.

eiThe stu ts in the small group reportid on in this paper wereki
first graderOin two different classrooms two years ago. They Are

presently tht* graders. i recently attempted to follow-up on how
they are perfdtming in school arithmetic._ Alf the approximately 40

students* there are twenty-one mill in the school at the third grade

level; Some have been held back a grade, othert have evidentlyjOoved
out of the school. Of the tWenty=end; twelve performed at or below the
:fourth stanine on a_staadardited test -at the end of the second ,iirrade;

Mother adMinistratioa of a standardized test; at the beginning of
third grade' confirmed this rather low performance on stendardi ed
testa of :arithmetic: The nine others in the Olirograde-Were-Ifunctiening
above the 4th stanine on a standardized test it the dad-of second grade

Table 2 presents a comparison_of-performantesLof the undtrachievers
'(lower 4 stanine) with the achievers (above the 4th stanine);

TABLE --2- -PAGE 92

-"--

Alrqough wuch caution must be used_in making inferences from such a
small =lad non-random group of childrea* there is at least a suggesti- on

that the''counting taska7hAVe some_degree of predictive validity in
regard to arithmetic achievement.

This paper/itarted by presenting some authoritative, comments on
the importance7df,--Colifiting_aa a basic skill of arithmetic. Evidence

from some " pilot" administrations of counting tasks iOtfitst graders

suggested a relationship between Counting tasks-tad Stabdard achievement
test performate;i Fiaally*,for a small number of-students involved
with the-pilot administration* it would:appear as iftkill.in ..:puntiii- i-

on entering first grade_mayYhave some predictive value fOr succee in

school arithmetic. Thes -;dbservationg_must be very/ tentative because

of small numbers and lac of rigor in design and analysis;
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Observing young children involyed with performing simple counting
tasks makes one aware of the compleiity of these deceptively Simple teaks.
In microchosMrthey make demands on many of the complex cognitive
processes needed for success in school arithmetic. Counting task's,
although reacted to differently by different students, seem to
incorporate in some ways the entire range of synthetic mental activities
mentioned by Luria (1973): perception, movement and action, attention,
memory, speech, and thinking.

In speculating on some implications regarding counting in the
school program* it may be useful to take_a further look at some of the
work of Luria in_the area of neuropsychology. He presents three_baSic
laws_governing-the work structure of theindividual_cortical regions
of the brain. The first is the law of'the hierarchical structure of
the cortical zones: the primary zone, the secondary zone,and the
tertiary zone. This system does not remain the same but changes in
the course of ontozenetic development; The second is the law of
diminishing specificity of the hierarchically arranged cortical zones:
the primary zones possess maximal modal specificity, in the secondary
the specificity is present to a lesser degree, in the, tertiary zones
there is even less specificity. The secondary and tertiary cortical
zones haVe a predominance of_multi-modal and associative neurons.
There appears to be_progressive_transfer_from the priMPry regions
to the secondary and tertiary where specialization of function
seems to occur.

By the time students enter school, development from the primary
regions to the secondary and tertiary should be well underway.
Continued appropriate development, then, would seem to be best
nurtured by an environment rich with opportunities to relate, to
associate, to develop voluntary attentioz within complex settings,
and to develop the higher cognitive functions.

_A simplistic reaction to the role of counting in achievement
may be to directly and simplistically work on counting, backward,
forward; and rational; outside of a meaningful setting; This would
probab4 do more harm than good; In light of the developmental needs
of the child, counting experiences should grow from a socially
stimulating setting where a sensitive teacher subtly involves the
child in activities where counting takes place within a meaningful
setting. Then the dynamic relationships which mark cognitive
development\will be best served.

One of our jobs is to continue to search for the right questions
to ask our students, to observe behavior; to reflect on the meaning
of that behavior within the broader contexts of intellectual growth
and development, and to firm-up the inference lines between learning
and development; Then perhaps we can offer teachers the kind of
professional preparation suggested by Mayer (1961) and cited by Lovell,
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What future teachers need, and cannot find, is the course
which attempts_toexplore the profound aspects ofthedeceptiVPIy
simple material they are going to teach,:which analyzes case
by case the types of difficulty that children find in approaching
such material...
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Table 1

Fregtiency above (A) and below (B)
Median on Counting and Test Tasks

TEST TASKS

Concepts Probled Solving Computation

NO
Counting

Probably
Counting

Addition
_

Subtraction Addition Subtraction

Rote
Counting

A

B A

A

B A B A B A' B A B A

5 9 4 12 5 11- IISMTIO

B 9] B 7 7 MINA

Backward
Counting :

B" A B A
A

3 A
A

B A
A

B A

I

B A

6 15 5 16 i 8 JO 5 EN
5B 9 4 B 2 4 B 3 5 B 14_ 4 11113 4 B gii

Rational
Counting

B A

A

B .K B

A

B A
A

B A B A

. .

1 61 9

4
7110 5 12 9 8 I 8 7

B 71 2 I B 61 71 B 8 3 B 6 2 6
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Table 2

Comparison of Counting Skills at first-grade Entrance
for Two Groups of Third Graders

N
Counted to

'N

Counted
Backward from N

Demonstrated
with Blocks N

Discriminate
Dot Cards N

Sorted
Dot Cards N

Ordered
Cards

ow 3 39 1 6 & 10 3 4,8,12,16 2 3,6,10,12 3 3,6, & 10 2 both arrays
z hievers 2

,

29 1 6 , '3 4,8,12 3 3,6,10 1 3,6 & numerals
2 ,37 10 Unable to 2 4,8 2 3,6 8 None, 4 arrays Oar.
2 20 count 4 4 2 3 6 neither
1 15 backward 3 None

igher 1 100 1 6, 10, & 13 3 4,8,12,16 6 3,6,10,12 8 3,6, & 10 5 both arrays
chievers 2 59 4 6 & 10 6 4,8,12 1 3,6,10 1 None & numerals

2

3

39
29

1

3

6

Unable to
2 3,6

4 neither
19 count

backward
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Reaction Paper
to

Counting Performance and Achievement:
Some Preliminary Observations

James W. Reddens
Kent State University

The three quotations that Dr. Callahan has cited in his paper seem
to place counting in three different perspectives. Buchanan, in his
statement, places counting as the primary base upon which a mathematics
program is aeveloped. Catherine Stern; in her book Help Children Dis-
cover Arithmetic, seems to place emphasis upon relationship first,
followed by-the development of number, then the development of numeral.
Piaget's work seems to place counting in a different persOective.

Hilton's quotation places his emphasis upon competence in the
use'of the number system; One does not know if counting; comparing;
ordering, and measuring are placed in a significant order. Piaget
would consider comparing prior to counting. He would follow comparing
with rote counting, then rational Counting. If a child has considered
comparing, then moves to counting, is he using rote counting or ra-
tiCit#1 counting?

Rubenstein commences his statement with the word "understanding"
and as soon as this is indicated then we are considering rational
counting and not rote counting. He has sequenced counting first,
followed 'by comparingi then ordering. Again, this seems to disagree
with-Piaget's work.

Callahan has used excellent' procedure in defining -the difference
between rote and rational counting. He has done this by suggesting
different types of talks for each type of counting. The definitions-
would be more meaningful for me if some type of evidence could be
presented that would verify that the tasks really do indicate either
rote or rational counting; In my opinion the task of asking a child
to count forward'and the task of asking a child to count backwards
are two different levels of functioning. I have difficulty placing
both of these tasks under the heading of rote counting.

Gagne's theory of- verbal_ seems to'be an excellent tech-
nique for evaluating the level of functioning -in rote_counting: _Then
we must assume that the longer the verbal chain, the higher the level
upon which the child is functioning.

Callahan's observation that if a student could count to sixty
then he could make it tr one hundred seems to indicate more than rote
counting. Evidently, the student was able to generalize a pittern

and apply that generalization in order to count to one hundred. Has
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the child moved from rote counting to rational.counting?__Then the
question needs to be considered at what point in the chiles develop-
ment are we willing to say a child changes from rote counting to
rational counting?

The linguistic explanation suggested by Callahan seems appropriate:
The linguistic work of- Hargis seems:to supportCallaban's analysis.

feel that more research from the mathematical and linguistical ap-
cproaches needs to be considered;

Callahan's observation that counting to 100 was more enjoyable for
young children seems to me to be a logical conclusion. Parents sLem to

prize counting and often ask children tocount.. The.younger the child,

the more positive reward is obtained by counting further. Poditive
strokes will encourage the child to concentrate on counting farther.
At what point will the child discover a numeration pattern and switch
from rote counting to rational counting? Maybe parents receive more
self gratification from their child's counting than the child himself
receives. Thud the parent will Place more pressure upon the child to
count further. Consequently, we have developed a cyclic effect.

Grossnickle and Brueckner in their 1959 edition of Discovering
Meanings in Arithmetic have done an excellent job in describing the
nature of cOunting. They define six different stages in the cc-mplete

process of counting., The Six stages are (1) rote counting, (2) enwera-
tion, (3) identification, (4) reproduction, (5) comparison, and (6)

grouping.
,

Rote counting is defined as a mere repetition of numbers in
sequential order without meaning. Grossnickle and Brueckner do not
indicate how an individual evaluates a child's counting to know if
the saying of the number name in sequence has meaning for a child.

Enumeration is defined as rational counting and means to find the
number_of objects in a set. Thud a child must be able to use one -to-
one correspondence in counting the objects in,a set. It would seem to
me that in observing children the way the child functions would indicate

his level of understanding. As I have observed yoUng children, count-
ing is a touching process with the utilizing of one-to-one correspondence.
Ask a five year old child to count the number of children in a roam and

he will proceed around the room -and touch each person as he _says
number. A next higher level seems to be apparent as the child stands
and points: to each individual as he'counts using one-to-one correspon-
dence. Now he is Still using one-to-one correspondence but he has
placed a distance betweenthe objects being counted and the finger.
The next higher level seems to be when a person nods his head and ,

counts using one-to-one correspondence. l have observed children who
tide touching their own nose with fingers.as they count or clicking

their teeth as they count. A more sophisEicated level of counting is
whed a person counts by directing his eye to each member as he countS.
This is probably a method that is still being used by adults as they

count.
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Identification is defined as answering such questions as which set
has four spoons. A child could answer the question either by counting
or by mere recognition. Maybe we encourage children to use immature
methods when we auk a child to count the number of spdons in the set.
How do we know if the child could have recognized the fourness without
counting? In my opinion we encourage children to depend upon counting
to provide responses rather than encouraging them to learn recognition.
In our work we use flash cards with dots on them and flash them rapidly
and ask the children how many. Most five year old children can handle
up to five dots 'without counting.'

Reproduction is defined as giving the correct response to such
questions_as "Give_me_four_of the eponns."_ A child must respond by
selecting four spoons from a larger set of spoons. I would also
observenhow the child behaved. Did he count out four spoons, or did
he count by twos to get four spoons, or did he merely recognize four
spoons and pick them up? Again I see subdivision to the categories,
the classification suggested by Grossnickle and Brueckner.

Comparison is utlized when obserVing a set and answering such
questions as "How many more silver spoons are there than plastic spoons?"
In answer to that question, it ssems to me there are three different ways
in which the child can function.

Grouping is shown when the child identifies at a glance the number
of objects in a subset without counting and then counts from that point
on. The child again has several options as to how he can function.

The'research from the early forties done by Carper needs to be
replicated as well as the work of Dan Dawson. Maybe it would be to our
advantage to reexamine the group test devisod by 3. Kern at University
of Freiburg for testing maturity levels of counting.

CallAhan has gone on to utilize more llasks and to disease child-
ren'sresponses. I feel this is an excellentAeginning. Yet many
questions keep appearing that should be. considered: For instance,
should more theoretical analysis of the content be attempted prior
to collecting responses from children? After logtcally sequencing
the theoretical levels ofcounting can tasks be designed that can 'be
validated to verify that each task is indeed functioning on the level
specified? I_feeI the technique used by Nichols and Denmark to be
excellent. After_a Protocol has been established, follow the protocol
and_videotape each case during response. Thus the_researcher does not
need to think about the_protocoli observe the child's behavior, record
the child's behAvior and try to interpret the behavior all at one time
Now the researcher can concentrate on the protocol solely, for the
videotape -is recording the behavior; The researcher can interpret and
analyze the tape at a future title when he can zero in on a specific
aspect; The tape is also available for multiviewing, thus providing
an opportunity for several different individuals to interpret the data
and for several viewings of the child's behavior.



A PERSPECTIVE ON THE FUTURE

t
James W. Heddens, President

Research Council for Diagnostic and Prescriptive Mathematics

One can observe young-children having difficulty learning mathe-
matics. We hive readin centers for children suffering with reading
difficulties, we have spec is to work with children sliffering
fram seei or hearing difficulties, we have hospitals devoted to
helping z_ ldren with physical difficulties, and many more special
areas. Where do we have professional trained individuals working with
children suffering from mathematics difficulties such ad'acalculia or
dyscalculia? Why haven't the individuals responsible for mathematics
developed and prepared instruments, materials and techniques for
"remedial mathematics"?

Over a period of years we have observed Guy Bond working in this
area of reading at the University of Minnesota, we have observed __

Durrell at Boston College,_ Sheldon st Syracuieiand_many others. When
we study their work we find much repetition. Why didn't these individ-
uals pool their talents. and:resources? Why does each individual have
to reinvent the wheel? This has bothered me for yeas, consequently
the questions are

1; Can the mathematics people cooperate in their research?
2. Can diagnostic and prescriptive research in mathematics

education be organized nationally or internationally?
3. Can duplication of work and effort be avoided?

With these questions in mind and- the cooperation of REDS General
Absistance Center, Kent State University organized theeFirst National
Conference on Remedial Mathematics in 1974. As a result of this first
conference, papers alit reaction papers have been prepared and these
now are published and available from ERIC; In my opinion these
papers and reaction papers are a major contribution and seem to be
setting a bench mark.

In 1975 the Second National Conference on Remedial Mathematics
was held at Kent State University. A different format was used.
No papers were produced and consequently there is no published
material. Ve made and used some video tapes, but I am not sure that
the video tapes are of a quality that we would want, to reproduce.

. .

In 1976 the Third National Conference on Remedial Mathematics
was held. In con unction the Third National Conference we con-
centrated on researCiS. a result of this conference it was
decided to organizeialresearch council.: Bill Speer presented to
the group a very caiiiete'bibliography and compiled a dictionary
of terms focusing onthe diagnostic-prescriptive arena.



A steering committee was appointed to lay the foundatiod for a
new organization--The Research Council for Diagnostic and Prescriptive
Mathematics. It was decided at this 1976 meeting to have membership
open to all interested individuals -- mathematics teachers, supe sors,
coordinators, mathematics professors, mathematics education prof -
sors,'and researchers.

Where are we today? Where are we headed? We now are a group
with a Constitution and By-laws, elected officers% and a solid
membership.

I would like to blue sky With you fora few minutes and project
as to what .I see as our future. -I am notvinterested_in sheer numbers
of members. I am interested in sincere, dedicated, humane individuals
who are willing t3 cooljerate, to develop new and exciting research,
and to help people learnalatheilatics;'

In my opinion the most important position.tfiat has been estab-.
Iished_b:7 our new Constitution is the Vice-President for Research.
Thislidaltion carries with it the task of_helpingiall of_us coopera-
tively organize research in mathematics education throughout the
United States and Canaoa so that c united; front Will_develop from

. within mathematics education._ Can we eliminate duplication? Can we
get teams of researchers (such as classiooi teachers, supervisors, -

coordinators; administrators, and professors), working together in
research projects to solve our problems, to synthesize innovative
approaches, to create insightful diagnostic instruments and diagnostic
techniques, and to develoR new and interesting material? Can the -

Vice-President for Research organize this'united front through the
Reearch Council for Diagnostic and Prescriptive Mathematics? Can

. a consortium be_created with each_unit researching a_portion of a
much_larger problem so that all the pieces fit together into one-large.
puzzle ?__ Can we furnish different samples from various parts of the
country ?. At the Maryland conference we had participants from thirty.
five. different states, nine Canadian provinces and West Germany;
What would result if some were willing to locate samples of students
.to participate in a large research project( If each was willing to
use a designated protocol with a sample of children? If each was
willing to help collect research data?

I feel We have the dynamic embryo_ for themost extensive
research project ever undertaken ani the potential can be found
in our members. You are the person-power that,is needed. If we
are=organized, if we can define the needed research; then Why can't
we develop proposals. for federal or. private foundation funding?-
Visualize what an impact we can have on mathematics diagnostic and
prescriptive teaching.

I have shared with you some of my ideas_and feelings about our
future. Can we accomplish such a mammoth uMaertaking Anything is
possible with a positive attitude, a united front, and hard work
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DO you want to be a part of this dynamic organization? We would
enjoy having each of you working as pert of a team.

A united_front needs to -be developed to organize and to avoid
duplication of research in this area. Diagnostic instruments._neud
to_be developedtechniques of diagnosing_need_to_be developed, and
unique methods'of corrective teaching need to be developed. Re-
searchers will be needed at all levels - -in -the clinir:atd in the
classroam, Orofessore, clinicians, supervisors, aid classroom teachers;
There is room for everyone to actively participate in the Research'"
Council for Diagnostic and Prescriptive Mathematics.


